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I N T ROD U C T ION. 
The importanoe of reading calls for no defeDce. In the 
primitive days of the piotograph it was the privilege of the 
many. But as oivilization grew the number of the symbols grew; 
they beoame oonventionalized, and the diffiou1ty of mastering 
them made re4ding diffioult. When, through the gradual modifi-
oations of the oenturies, the symbols had finally reaohed the 
stage where they represented the sounds of the spoken language 
and were no longer piotures, rebuses, or syl1abio signs, the 
costliness of books was suoh as to make it still the privilege 
of the favored few. To him who could read, the colleoted wis-
dom of the ages was available. Bot until the invention of 
printing and the manufaoture of paper did reading come within 
the reach of the masses. From that time till the present read-
ing has been recognized as first of all the subJeots in impor-
tanoe. The phonetio alphabet made reading an experienoe that 
was not impossible for all to aoquire; the invention of movable 
t1Pe in printing and the manufaoture of paper brought the oost 
of books within the reaoh of all the people, and the Reformation 
gave a motive ~or aoquiring the ability to read. 
Probably no other subJeot in the range of the ourrioulum 
haa reoeived so muoh attention from the standpoint of methods, 
and yet there i8 no subject in which less definiteness of pro-
oedure has resulted or in whioh there is more adverse oritioism 
of results obtained in the sohool. It is not the purpose of 
this paper to set forth a ~ method of reading, ,for the wi ter 
believes there has been too muoh artifioial method already; but 
the purpose is rather to oall attention to some of the negleoted 
phases of the subJeot and to apply t.he newer point of view to 
some speoial oases not yet worked out. 
Eduoational thought of the day views sooiety as making oer-
I 
tain demands of effioienoy of its members; views the sohool as 
sooiety's agent for the realization of some of the most funda-
mental of these demands; views the individual-to-be-taught as 
possessing oertain instinots, emotions, needs, problems, con-
soious aims, that must be used to realize the fundamental de-
mands of sooiety; and views subjeot matter as ways of aoting or 
means of control preserved by sooiety to enable the individual 
the better to realize his needs, solve his problems and fulfil . 
his interests. In this maDDer are developed out of the ohild's 
oonsoious aims those whioh sooiety has for him. SubJeot matter 
furnishes the tool, the means for the appreoiation and oontrol 
of values. 
It is, then, neoessary to determine the funotion of read-
ing and the oonditions under whioh it normally takes plaoe. 
In trying to asoertain the funotion of reading and the 
oonditions oalling out the aotivity the following oases ot 
reading were Observed: 
1. M7 room-mate oame in with a letter whioh he was reading 
to himself; oonversation later revealed that it was trom his 
home and gave the happenings there. 
2. A traveling man in the hotel was reading a magazine. and 
finding a good joke read it to another traveling man who was 
sitting near smoking a oigar. 
3. A student read me a paragraph from her composition. I 
had shown an interest in her theme and she wished to show me 
how she had handled a certain phase of the subjeot. 
4. A friend was going to Kansas City. He read the time table 
to ascertain the oonnections and the time of arriving at Kansas 
City. 
5. The minister of the Presbyterian Chruoh. to give the setting 
in which his text was found. read a chapter from the Bible be-
fore preaohing his sermon. He wished to put us in p08session 
of the foundation upon whioh he proposed to add further to our 
enlightenment. 
6. A student in the Library wa~ reading an artio1e in "The 
Eduoationa1 Review." He explained that he found there some 
valuable material for the paper he was writing. 
7. Mr. J. read in the 'phone book to get the number of the 
Laundry 'phone in order to have the wagon call. 
S. Two Summer Sohoo1 students were disputing as to what a 
text on Agronomy said with reference to 80i1s. One then turned 
to the text and read the passage to the other. 
9. On the train I sat beside an acquaintance who was reading / ._ .. _---.- -" 
a book. He ~~or reading by saying that he wished to 
find some pOints which he had onoe read and whioh he wished to 
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use in a discussion at the state Teachers Association to which 
we were both going. 
10. In the oourt room the attorney for the defendant, in order 
to show the rights of his olient in the case, read oertain sec-
tions of the' statutes bf Missouri to the ~udge and ~ury. 
11. A newspaper carrier brought "The Daily." I picked it up; 
some articles I read aloud to those in my home; others I read 
only silently, while still others were passed over after read-
ing only the heading. 
The reason for these different ways of acting I found by 
introspection. The articles on politics and school I felt my 
listeners did not care for - these I read Silently. The war 
news and some local news I read aloud, because I felt my audi-
ence did not know it, and would be interested. Some artioles 
I passed over - they did not appeal to me. 
In the above observations, numbers 1, 4, 6, 7 and 9 are 
cases of silent reading; numbers 2, 3, 6, 8 and 10 are examples 
of oral reading; number 11 is an instanoe of ~oth oral and 
Silent reading. An examination of these oases reveals as fao-
tors: first, a writer who has had oertain things whioh seemed 
to him worth While, oertain values which he felt and wished to 
oonvey to others, or which he desired to record for his own use 
at a later time; seoond, a set of symbols which the writer used 
in expressing the values; third, a reader who appreciated cer-
tain values of the writer and was assimilating them by means of 
training and experience; and fourth, in oases of oral reading, 
the expression of these values to fifth, an audienoe who appre-
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oiated the values that were being expressed by the reader. The 
eleventh example indioates that the reader must appreoiate the 
values of the writer, for when they did not appeal to him he 
passed them by as Boon as he learned from the heading the nature 
of them. We notioe, also, that the audienoe must appreoiate 
these values or the reader does not try to oommunicate them. 
The function of reading then may be stated as getting for 
self or to oommunicate to others from the words of a writer, 
things of value where there is a like appreciation of value but 
different levels of control. l 
The teacher of reading is therefore concerned with five 
faotors: (1) the values of the writer; (2) the symbols by which 
the writer communicates his values; (3) the reader who assimi-
lates the values; and (4) expresses them; (5) to an audienoe. 
This thesis will concern itself with first year reading, 
and it will have the following aims~ 
1. To examine the subject matter of first year reading in order 
to see what values the literature presuppose the ohild 
capable of controling and appreoiating, to find a criterion 
for selecting subject matter for first year reading, and to 
criticise the values found in first year reading in view of 
. the standard set up. 
2. To oonsider the methods of mastering the symbols; to try to 
find the most natural method of approaoh and of strongest 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. Charters, "Kethods of Teaching," PP. 70-1, Row, Peterson & Co. 
1912. 
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motivation; and to outline the steps by whioh the symbols 
may be mastered in their £unotiona1 oonneotion with the 
reading experienoe. 
- 3. To study the nature o£ the child and how he assimilates 
the author's experience by means of reoonstruoting his own; 
to make a limited survey o£ recent experimonts in the psy-
oho1ogy o£ reading and to note some of its implioations as 
to £irst year reading. 
4. To oonsider the body and voice- as the mechanism £or the ex-
preSSion o£ the values o£ the writer to others and to indi-
oate how these are trained £or e££ective expression. 
5. To consider the part the audience plays in teaching to read 
and to suggest some plans by whioh this much neglected ele-
ment in e££ective oral reading may be secured. 
• • * * * * * * * 
C HAP T E R I. 
THE W R I T E R 's V A L U E S 
We have seen that when reading takes plaoe one of the fao-
tors in the prooess is the values of a writer. These values 
the reader is trying to get from the words of the writer or is 
trying to oonvey to another or others - an audienoe - having 
like appreoiation of these values but not control of them. 
The writer's values are solutions for problems. ways of 
reacting toward a situation. They are ways of meeting situa-
tions which the writer has found satisfactory or the portrayal 
of ways of acting which we should avoid. Eaoh age. as it makes 
new disooveries or finds better means of solving life's problems. 
reoords them for the benefit of present and future sooiety to 
guide it in ways not only of phySical aotion but of intellec-
tual. emotional and aesthetio as well. As the pupil enters 
school to be prepared for society. it is these fundamental ways 
of acting that he is to learn, and to do this the reading habit 
is essential. 
We shall consider writers' values from two standpoints. 
We shall traoe historically the values whioh writers of be-
ginning readers have emphasized and follow this with a study 
of values found in a large number of present day primers and 
first readers. A criterion of values and a critioism of material 
found in beginning readers will be given. 
Religious 
values 
dominate. 
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History of Writer's Values. 
In the treatment of values from the historic stand-
point no attempt is made to make it exhaustive. The 
study has been confined to subject matter most widely used in 
American schools, but in order to understand better those values 
which were brought to America by the earliest settlers and the 
evolution which has taken place, it has been necessary to notice 
some European oonditions and the influence of some European 
writers whose ideas of child nature greatly changed the subject 
matter of reading. 
For centuries before the Reformation all the primers were 
books of religious instruction and prescribed as to oontent by 
the Church. Their values were religious and were presented to 
the child on the authority of the teacher backed by the church. 
EVen the name "Fiebel" given to the first German primer which 
appeared, 1419, indicates the nature of the values it contained. 
It also is a hint that psychology of that day had gotten no 
farther than the belIef that child mind was like adult mind 
only smaller. To writers of those early primers the child dif-
fered from his elders in mind as in body, chiefly in size; he 
differed in the amount rather than the kind of his powers. So 
the values set for him to acquire were like in kind but smaller 
in amount than for adults. 
The Reformation, about the time of Luther, advanced some 
new ideas that were gradually to affect both the extent of the 
reading experience and the values to be presented in the sub-
ject matter. Some of ' these ideas were that man is saved bY' 
faith, that the Bible is the supreme authoritY' and guide in 
life, that every man must interpret the Scriptures for himself 
according to the light he has. These were society's new waY's 
of thinking, its new values which it demanded that all should 
acquire. The Protestant primers were modeled closely on the 
Catholic ones but emphasized the new values, and having broken 
with tradition at one pOint, graduallY' found room for other 
values. Philip Melancthon, Luther, and Schulte each followed 
closely the older primers, but the former departed from them 
to include some sayings of the Greek scholars and the latter in 
making his ABC book~ 1632, made one of the earliest attempts 
to appeal to the ohild through piotures and rhymes. l 
When the Puritans under the pressure of religious ideals 
came to Amerioa, they brought "The ABC. The Catechism," whioh 
name is an index of the value it emphasized. About seventY' 
years later the Bew England Primer appeared. It reflected the 
spirit of the age that brought it forth. It was a church book, 
but oontained enough secular matter to make it a oautious step 
toward secularization. Again we find pictures and rhymes used 
in teaohing the alphabet, but the values of the writer were 
~oral and religious injunotions, praY'ers, cateohisms, eto. 
~-----------~----------------------------------------- ---------
l. Ruey. "Psyohology- and Pedagogy of Reading," p. 243, 
Maomillan & Co., 1909. 
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These are addressed to the youth in language and thought that 
made no attempt to get down to the level of the ohild. The 
words for spelling were arranged on the plan of their length. 
So little is there found in its pages that seems to be adapted 
to ohild nature and life that it is hard to see the point of 
the statement made on the title page: "An Easy and Pleasant 
Guide to the Art of Reading."l 
Transition 
to the 
seoular. 
The transition from religious to seoular values oame 
slowly and met with muoh critioism. The small lead 
taken toward seoularization by the New England Primer was more 
marked in its suooessor, the "Webster Speller," 1783. In this 
as a beginners' book, the ohief value was the mastery of words. 
The book oontained long lists of words arranged aocording to 
length, a large number of names of things and o~ persons and 
plaoes, illustrated fables for reading lessons, and short sen-
tenoes for beginners in reading. Supplementary matter suoh as 
numbers, abbreviations, moral instruotions, a oatechism, eto., 
appeared in various editions. 2 Fables were introduoed for the 
purpose of teaohing morals, but were oonsidered too worldly and · 
met with suoh fieroe oritioism that in the many editions numerous 
ohanges oame about. The method of moral teaohing was direot. 
The fables were followed by a moral or religious maxim and seem 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. 70rd's "The New England Primer," p. 45. (A Reprint, Dodd, 
Mead & Co., 1899.) 
2. Huey, "Psyohology and Pedagogy of Reading," p. 248. 
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to have found a place for this express purpose rather than as 
an appeal to child nature and interests. People still mis-
trusted amusing pieces and idle tales. One author pathetically 
remarks. "Notions of fairies and hobgoblins take time to eradi-
cate and often baftle all the power of philosophy." When moral 
tales were finally permissible. they usually had good ohildren 
rewarded with early death, and the bad with punishment. 
A. Influenoe 
of the Nation-
al Ideal. 
"Webster's Reader." whioh oame out a year or two 
later than his Speller. besides appealing to morals 
and religious values oontained dialogues. narrations, and many 
selections from Amerioan Statesmen and patriots of the Revolu-
tionary times. l It also contained biographies and was intended 
to instruot in geography, history, and politios of the United 
States. 
"Webster's Reader" never beoame so popular as his Speller. 
It soon had many rivals to ·dispute the field. All drew heavily 
upon patriotio selections from American writers. and eaoh looali-
ty was partial to its own partioular brand of patriotism and was 
loyal to "home grown" American genius. 
B. Influenoe 
of Child Study. A1most two centuries had passed sinoe oertain 
European writers had called attention to the 
nature of the ohild and had pointed out the desirability of 
taking his needs and interests more fully into aooount in his 
eduoation. 
-----------------------------------_._------------------------
1. Hue~, "Psyohology and Pedagogy of Reading," p. 249. 
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Comenius (1592-1670) had revolted against the idea of im-
parting ideas to children exclusively through words and advo-
cated the use of objeots instead, and, starting with objeots 
most familiar, he went to new language and the more remote 
world of objects. Rousseau (1712-1778) called attention to the 
fact that, "Nature wills that children should be children be-
fore they are men;" th~t "--- Childhood has ways of seeing, 
thinking, feeling, peculiar to itse1f."1 He revolted from the 
over-bookish age in which he lived. He advocated leaving the 
child free to learn from nature ideas before symbols. The 
young were not to learn from books or about books - nature alone 
. 
was to be the teacher. He says in ~ile," "The wisest among 
us fix upon what it concerns men to know without ever consider-
ing what children are oapab1e ot learning. They always expect 
to find the man in the child without thinking of w~at the child 
is before it is a man. n2 Pestalozzi (1746-1827) held that there 
is a greater difference between the ohild ot eight or nine and 
the youth of fourteen and fifteen than between the youth and the 
man of twenty, and that this oalls for a difference in their 
studies. But it was not until after the first quarter of the 
nineteenth oentury when Froebe1 had again oalled attention to 
--------------------------------------------------------------
1. Quoted from Quick's "Eduoational Reformers," p. 250, Apple-
ton, 1894. 
2. Ibid, Appleton, 1894. 
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th'e nature of the" ohild that there seems to have been any marked 
ohange in the nat~e of the readers in their attempt to meet 
the needs of the ohild's mind. 
In the Pestalozzlan Primer, 1827, .the name, size, parts, 
shape, color, num:b9r, origin, kinds, and use of common artioles 
of the household, the street, and the field were to beoome the 
1 
rallying pOints for pleasing and useful thoughts. ExercisIng 
the pupil in handling the ob.jects was recommended whenever prac-
the 
ticable. It did not, however, distinguish between~ere handling d 
ob:jects and the using of them in activity in a purposeful way. 
It was probably tte first Primer published in this country to 
make use of the child's environment in an educative manner. 
The influence of child psychology on the values to be ap-
pealed to in first year reading is seen also. in the transition 
from the use of a Single book to a series of readers. At first 
the series was composed of but two or three books, but was soon 
increased to a reader for each Brade; thuB recognizing not only 
. ' 
that the children differ from adults in appreciation of values, 
but that they differ from each other as well. Among the early • 
series may be mentioned Putnam's Series, 1828, advocating the 
word method; Pierpont's Series, ohoosing its subject matter 
from Amerioan statesmen and authors; and McMurray's "English 
Reader" with its subjeot matter chosen from English sources. 
~he avowed purpose of the j'English Reader" was "To improve the 
-------------~------------------------~------------------------
1. Xeagey's "Pesta11ozzian Primer," pp. 37-38 (Printed by J. S. 
Wlestllng, Harrisburg, Pa.) 
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youth in the art of reading, to meliorate their language and 
sentiments and to inculcate some of the most important princi-
ples of piety and virtue."l The Cobb Readers, 1831, made an 
advance toward the ' child in the use of ,stories and information 
about animals. 
The climax of the moveme~t toward the secular and toward 
breadth of interests, many of them mistaken interests of child-
ren, came when, in 1850, a very popular series of Readers came out. 
The McGuffey Reader swept almost the entire field of human inter-
ests--morals, economiCS, politics, literature, history, science 
and philosophy. The 1849 Primer of this series -gives a larger 
place than formerly to statements about animals, but the lessons 
are lacking in real child interests and are chosen with the pur-
pose of using short words because they were thought to be easier 
to master than long ones. The idea that the material should 
convey any important thought is almost foreign to its makeup. Up 
to page thirteen no word ~f more than two letters is used; to 
page twenty-nine no word of more than three letters; und only a 
few words of more than four letters are ever used. 
C. InflUence 
of the Utili-
tarian idea. 
During this same period, in response to the demand 
for a br'oader training. subjects which were not 
able to command a place of their own in the curriculum found a 
place in supplementary reading books. ~hese supplementary 
----------------------------------------------------------~----
1. Reeder, "Historical Development of School Reading Books," 
Educational Review, Vol. XVIII.p. 229 ff. 
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reading books were made to do service for agriculture as early 
as 1824, for history in 1827, and in 1860, there appeared a 
seven book series devoted to science. Thus early do we see a 
leaning toward practical or utilitarian values in reading. By 
1880 many of the subjects had won a place of their own in the 
curricu1ttm, and literature, in theory at least, came more and 
more to be considered the proper subject matter for our Readers. 
D. Influence 
of Methods. 
By 1880 the transition from religious to secular 
had been made. About that time the question of 
method began to occupy the attention of American writers of be-
ginning readers, and series after series has been and is still 
being produced until one is bewildered with the number of them. 
The influence of methods upon values was not so much 
marked by the addition of new vital interests, as by the empha-
sis placed on the mechanics of reading and by the neglect of 
values of life. Method readers not infrequently selected the 
material or rather manufactured it to meet the needs of a par-
ticular type of method. They were not careful to say anything 
in a connected way or to consider the worth of the subject mat-
ter to the child. 
We may summarize here by saying that historically writers 
of first year readers began by making no distinction in kind 
between the interests of children and of adults. The earliest 
values emphasized were the religious and moral values. Under 
the influence of national ideals, child study, and utilitarian 
ideas, writers oame to include subject matter from almost every 
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field of interest, se1eoted more and more with the ohi1d's 
needs and powers as a guiding prinoiple. Child study exerted 
its influenoe to eliminate some values not felt by ohildren 
and to add others peouliar to childhood. The over emphasis 
upon method by some writers laid emphasis upon the meohanios 
of reading to the negleot of material of vital interest to 
children. 
Writers' Values in Modern Beginners Readers. 
We shall next oonsider wri~ers' values from the standpoint 
of values revealed by an analysis of present day beginners' 
books for reading. 
The soope 
and the 
plan. 
The following table shows the analysis of about fifty 
primers and first readers ohosen from those in more 
or less extended use in the sohools of this countr~and presents 
in a conoise form the interests whioh the writers of these 
texts emphasized. It also inoludes some other data, such as 
the nature of the piotures, the length of_the .ords and the 
seleotions used, the relation of the sentenoes to eaoh other 
in the lesson, whether there is any vital meaning oonneoting 
them, and whether or not there i8 any attempt to conneot the 
interest of the different lessons with eaoh other. 
The texts were first examined lesson by lesson to find 
out whether they were based on aotivity or on still life. 
They were next submitted to analysis to see how many lessons 
would olassify under eaoh of the following heads: nature (animals, 
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plants, inanimate), play, industries and occupations of men, 
letters, children and child activities, adult and adult activi-
ties, literature in the form of fable, myth or folk-lore. 
It should be said that many lessons could be classified 
with more than one of these groups as so many things were often 
dragged into a lesson for the purpose of word repetition or 
sound repetition. In each case an effort was made to find out 
what thought was most prominent and to classify it accordingly. 
Some lessons, although few, could not be classified under any 
of these headings. 
Assuming that the chief function of the illustrations in 
beginners' books is to aid the child in interpreting the printed 
page, three primary teachers studied ten oonsecutive lessons in 
each text and rated it excellent, good, or fair according to 
the worth of its illustrations in this respect. The letters 
E, G, ~ are used in the table to indicate the result. 
The length of the seleotions and ot the words used in 
them, the closeness of the relation between the sentences of 
the early lessons and between the successive lessons making up 
the text were investigated. The words used in these columns 
in the table are suffioiently explanatory. 
Brooks First Reader 
New National Rdr • . Ek. I. 
Heath First Reader 
Wide Awake Primer 
Horace Mann Primer. 
New Education Rdr.Bk. I. 
Beginner's Primer. 
Begir~errs First Rdr. 
Sunshine Primer. 
Jones' First Reader. 
Hawthorne Reader Bk. I. , 
Graded Lit., Ek. I. 
Bender Primer. 
Arnold Primer. 
The Aldine Primer. 
Howe Frimer. 
Lippincott Primer. 
Howe First Reader. 
Lippincott First Rdr. 
Baldwin Reader, Book I. 
Harpers First Reader. 
Appleton First Reader. 
Sunbonnet Babies Frimer. 
~orse Reader, Book I. 
Stepping Stones, BK. I. 
A. 
Gl 
Me 
Me 
s. 
lle 
Sc 
LJ 
Sc 
Lj 
A. 
A. 
A. 
, 
A ~ 
I 
I 
Mcj 
I 
S ~ 
I 
! 
See supplemental file for unfolded version. 
READER OR PRIMER 
Holton Primer 
Lessons For Little Rdrs. 
American School Primer. 
American School Rdr.Bk.I. 
Playmates Primer. 
Graded Classics, Bk. I" 
Art Lit. Rdrs. Bk. I. 
Eaton First Reader. 
Reading-Lit. Primer. 
Reading-Lit. First R. 
New McGuffey First Rdr. 
Baldwin-Bender First Rdr. 
Child World Primer. 
Riverside Primer. 
Riverside First Reader. 
Gordon Reader, Book I. 
Blodgett Primer. 
Blodgett First Reader. 
Progressive Course.Bk.I. 
Cyr First Reader. 
Summer's First Reader. 
Summer's Primer. 
Lesson! 
Interests expressed in pej 
I 
See supplemental file for unfolded version. 
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Criterion for Selecting Values. 
Before entering upon a oritioism of the results shown by 
the preceding analysis we may inquire by what standard the 
• 
material for first year reading should be ohosen. There seems 
to be rather general agreement that two factors enter in: 
first, there is the ohild with his inherited and aoquired in-
terests; seoondly, the sabject-matter that the race has found 
valuable in satisfying its needs and solving its problems~­
sub3ect-matter the raoe has worked out and organized to oontrol 
its values. It is composed of story, myth, folk-lore, games, 
eto. Every pieoe of literature preserved by the race and suit-
able for first year reading is a means of oontrol for some value 
esteemed by sooiety. From this raoe subjeot-matter, fundamen-
tally important material, the intrinsic funotion of whioh satis-
fies the needs and problems of the ohild. is ohosen. 
This examination o"f a large number of Primers and First 
Readers oonvinoes one that to a great extent the ohild is lost 
Sight of in an attempt to exemplify some method o"f teaohing 
reading. Subjeot-matter, muoh of it almost worthless, has been 
manufaotured to fit the needs of a method. Huey aptly des-
oribed these Readers when he said •. "No trouble has been taken 
to write what the ohild would naturally say about the subjeot 
in hand, nor indeed, usually. to say anything oonneotedly and 
oontinuously as even an adult would talk about the subjeot. 
The language used often shows a patronizing attempt to get down 
to the ohild's level, and results in a mongrel oombination of 
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points o~ view and o~ expression that is natural neither to an 
adult nor to a child. The child avoids adults who try to play 
with him in this manner, and down in his child heart he scorns 
such reading-matter, although he will often plod through it 
1 
with some interest to please a beloved teacher." 
The mastery of words seems to be the principal value of 
many of these writers as can be seen from a few of the reading 
selections: 
"See the fan. 
Fannie has the fan. 
Can Fannie fan Dan? 
:rannie can ,fan Dan." 
"Kate ate a date." 
"A fat rat ran under the mill." 
This shows clearly the effeot upon sUb3ect-matter of an attempt 
to master words by means of phonics. The sub3ect-matter in 
these Readers is wooden and the more mechanical the method, 
the more wooden the content. Many manuals of reading go so far 
as to outline b~ days, weeks, and months what is to be taught. 
These writers of child literature would fit the child to the 
Reader and not the Reader to the child. 
In the following, relianoe is placed upon repetition rather 
than the vital interest of the ohild: 
"Sing little bird. 
Slng to me. 
Sing to me, little bird. 
Slng 11ttle blrd, slng. 
Sing little bird, sing to me." 
---------~--~------------------.-------------------.----------
1. Huey. "Psyohology and Pedagogy of Readlng," p. 279. 
K~111an Co •• 1909. 
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The word "this" was found repeated fourteen times in the same 
relative position in fourteen consecutive sentences on a single 
page. The effect of such repetition for the sake of mastering 
the words is readily seen in the choppy material that results. 
Such treatment of the material fails to appeal to the child, 
loses his interest and attention.-the most important element of 
both mastery of words and meanings. The attention of the child 
in the First Grade is of the spontaneous type, and there is 
nothing in such material to excite it. 
Many readers have attempted to appeal to the child's in-
terests. Some Readers have made an attempt to appeal to the 
spontaneous interest of the ohild by seleoting the material 
from nature, but have made the values too abstract, too analytio 
for the ohild whose interest is personal rather than ob3ective 
or analytio. Others, while addressing the ohild's interests 
and appealing to a wide range of them, are wanting in ohild 
language with which to convey their values; a few Readers have 
emphasized a single interest as that of imagination in myth and 
fable, but narrowed its scope. The child is imaginative and 
does en30y myth and fable, hence, these should be used; but 
they are not the only outlet for his imagination. The child's 
imagination works 3ust as freely in stories whioh embody ideals 
of courage, generOSity, strength, wisdom, and kindness; in 
stories of industry and invention; in stories of home and sooia1 
aotivities when these are within the range of his understanding, 
as in those of myth and fable. We have also the Jingle primer 
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to meet the interest in rhythm. This, too, may be overdone and 
is in some books; for in this the sound may yield such rh7thm 
that its pleasure may so satisfy and fill the mind that meanings 
are lost. 
It would be unfair criticism that did not recognize in . 
these attempts a beginning in child's literature that promises 
much fcr the two terminal aspects of the problem - the values 
of society as preserved in the literature and ,the needs o~ the 
child. It is important that those who mediate between the 
child's needs and these values should be wise in their choice 
of material. 
The study of the above tables shows that eleven out of 
forty-seven texts place the values of still li~e above those 
of activity, and six others consider these of about equal value. 
In lessons dealing with nature two authors give more attention 
to plants than to animals; six others keep these values about 
evenly balanced; eleven plaoe inanimate nature above plants; 
one places it above both plante and animals; six keep a balance 
between inanimate natUre and plant life and one a balance with 
plant life. ;~ifteen of these writers for children give more 
attention to their interest in plants ·than to their interest in 
play. ~ive have preserved a balance between these two interests. 
~our writers based more lessons on adults and adult aotivities 
than upon children and their activities. Perhaps the mOst sur-
priSing fact of all ie the small reliance most writers place 
upon the Talue of JDTth, fable and folk-lore. Sixteen have made 
no use o~ them at all. and only t.elve have made any consider-
able use of this great storehouse of child literature. Most 
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of the writers made the beginning lessons short and there is 
often little thought connection between the sentences of a 
lesson or the successive lessons. Almost half of the primers 
introduce no long words in the early reading. 
What values may 
be relied upon? 
This topic will be dealt with at length in 
chapter three in discussing the reeder. We may 
say here, however, that the first year reader has two kinds of ex-
perience that may be relied upon by the writers · of primers and 
teachers of first-yeer reading to callout whole-hearted interest. 
There is that which the child has gained through his games snd 
play, through his prying and exploring, through his copying the 
acts of others, through his repetitions and competitive acts and 
through his pleasure in making things; and there is that other world 
of experiences gained imaginatively. Upon both of these types of 
expe~ience the author and the teacher may rely in building lessons 
so vital in interest as to oause the ohild to enter joyfully into the 
aotivity to be found in them and to oreate a strong motive for 
mastering the symbols. 
Summary. The lessons"for first-year reading must be made up from 
sooially valuable material whioh also appeals to the aotivities, powers, 
needs and interests of ohildren. The study shows muoh progress in 
reoent primers and readers in meeting these requirements. But the 
older texts and the group examined as a whole show muoh worthless 
material introduced for the sake .of method and laoking in ohild 
values ~nd child language; too much relianoe upon meaningless re-
petition; too muoh emphasis upon meohanioal word mastery to the 
negleot of tho~ght and meaning; too little relianoe upon the im-
aginative experienoes of ohildren and oonsequent regleot of story, 
myth and folk-lore; overemphasis of still life, inanimate nature 
and plants, and laok ()f. balanoe in the interests appealed to in the 
material. Later p~imers and readers have utilized material more 
fully in line with theohild's experi.noes and interests. The values 
that may be relied upon to seoure whole-hearted interest in reading 
and motive for the mastery of symbols are the vital, personal ex-
periences of everyday life represented in his play, inquisitiveness, 
oonstructiveness, imitation etc., and in those experiences geined 
imaginatively. 
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C HAP T E R II. 
THE MASTERY OF THE SYMBOLS IN READING. 
Introduction. 
Two kinds 
of symbols. 
The beginner in reading is confronted with two kinds 
of symbols that are new to him, both of which MUst 
be mastered before he can become an ·independent reader. 
FUnction of The first of these are the arbitrary written or 
visit'll word 
symbols. printed word symbols whose function is to represent 
the values of the writer. When the beginner enters school he 
is equipped with several hundred of these words as auditory 
symbols of appropriate activities. The problem in reading is 
to fuse these auditory symbols and their meanings with the 
visual symbols. or, better perhaps, to associate the new sym-
bol directly with appropriate aotivities for which the auditory 
symbols stand. This is accomplished by re-1iving the experienoe 
symbolized by the auditory symbol in connection with the new 
one. The strength of the assooiation of symbol and meaning will 
depend upon the worth of .the thought to the child. The thought 
or meaning is the life-giving element in the prooess of learning 
to read. 
Funotion The seoond kind of symbols are sound symbols and are 
of sound 
symbols. represented by the letters of the alphabet. Their 
function is to represent the elementary sounds of the language. 
The mastery of these symbols gives oommand of the sounds whioh 
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compose a word. It enables the pupil 1ndependently to master 
the name of the word but would not. except in rare cases where 
the sound is an echo of the sense, give the meaning. Here 
the problem is to associate the letter symbol with the sbund 
it represents in such a way that each will recall the other. 
Relation o£ The values we discussed in chapter one are 
symbols to 
values. meaning. locked up in the written or printed page. The 
and language. 
s1mbol is one side and its meaning is the other 
side of this visual language. In experience symbols and meaning 
grow up together, and the essential thing is that the symbols 
shall have a particular meaning and Shall be mastered in this 
meaningful relation. If they are . mastered for their own sakes 
and not in their relation to the meaning they should convey, they 
become only echoes o£ themselves or at best or worst mean only 
that certain muscular movements of vocal organs are to be made. 
The problems considered in the mastery of symbols will 
be (1) methods. (2) phonics, (3) motive. 
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1. ME~HOD. 
The methods of mastering symbols in reading are best stu4~ 
ied through the methods of teaching primary reading. Two 
methods of teaching the child to read seem to have contended 
with each otcer for supremacy. The one proceeds on the princi-
pIe that there must be thorough mastery of symbols before the 
child is permitted to read; the other proceeds upon the princi-
. 
ple that the c~ild can most easily master the symbols through 
reading from the beginning. Between these two contending ex-
tremes of method there have been many compromises. In our study 
let us consider what suggestion of method is offered, first, by 
the nature of reading itself; second, by the history of methods 
in reading; third, by nature's method of mastering symbols; 
fourth, by the ability to create the strongest motive for the 
mastery of the symbols. 
Nature of The function of reading as stated in the pre-
reading and 
order of attack. vious chapter carries its own implication as 
to tLe nature of reading ~nd its method. This statement of the 
function of reading makes it a means rather than an end, - an 
instrument for obtaining values. Let "us see if from our mettod 
of gaining control of an instrument we can find any wuggestion 
for the present problem. 
If I wish to learn to use a vacuum carpet-sweeper I do not 
first take it to pieces and study its parts,bellows, dust re-
ceiver, gearing, vacuum chamber, etc. Perhaps I am not con-
vinced of the need of such an instrument at all. In this case 
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the dealer will build up the value in my mind by giving a de-
monstration of what it can do. He will show me how it removes 
the dust from the rugs without stirring it up in the room; how 
much more healthful and clean it keeps the house. I decide to 
try it. I take it home, and now I must learn to use it. I put 
it on the rug to be cleaned, and by using it for the purpose for 
whioh it was made, I get oommand of it. 
By analogy then, the first step in teaohing reading is to 
create the need for it. We must put the child in a situation 
where he will see that reading will further some purpose of his, 
if the novelty of the new experience is not sufficient in itself. 
In many instances the child has been read to or has observed 
the use of reading again and again until he is eager for the 
experienoe. The ohild has probably been ~itating an older 
brother in reading the piotures or may even understand that the 
marks tell the wonderful stories. He has. perhaps. often tried 
to make them tell a story invented in imitation of his elders. 
Some children will come from surroundings which have never 
stirred the need. These will catch a glimpse of the possibility 
of this tool from the stories read by the teacher or by a pupil 
of the seoond grade who has already been initiated into the mys-
teries of reading. The ohildren play some exoiting game. At 
the close eaoh states what he did; the teaoher writes the state-
ment of each ohild on the board. Then sending for a pupil from 
another room he is asked to tell each child what he did. This 
arouses a personal desire on the part of the new pupils for the 
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power of making their oral la.ngu.age visible, and for the ability 
to translate visible language into spoken language. The teacher 
by some such means as this will sharpen the desire for control 
of the instrument of reading. 
But the analogy goes still farther. Just so long as I am 
able to get the vacuum cleaner to work well I pay no attention 
to its meohanism of motor, gearing, etc. But when the machine 
fails to do the work I then begin my study of the mechanism in 
order again to get it in shape to do its work. IfoteachiDg the 
symbols, then, the procedure is to get the chil~eading, and 
then to attend to the mechanism of symbols as the need arises. 
Since the natural unit of language oral or written is the sen-
tence, it would seem that the method of induoting the ohild in-
to reading is through the sentence and from the sentence as a 
whole to prooeed to parts as the need arises. 
The history 
of method 
in reading. 
What hint of the method of teaching the symbols in 
reading may be found in a study of the history of 
methods in reading? We may assume that as the method first used 
in reading proved unsatisfactory,ohanges would be made. As 
better approaches have been found the old have been replaced by 
the newer and better. 
History of method will show that there have been three 
widely used plans for the mastery of symbols and still others 
with variations and oombinations of these. 
The .A. B C 
method. The ABC method probably originated when the pictorial 
symbol was found inadequate . to the need of the people 
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and was replaoed by the alphabet. The great advantage whioh 
the sound symbol had over the piotorial in representing and oon-
veying thought tended to magni~ its importanoe in the prooess 
of learning to read. Moreover,it was the logioal key to the 
situation. As soon as the letters were mastered they could be 
combined into syllables, the syllables into words and the words 
into sentenoes. This is ~ very logioal order of attaok, but we 
have been slowly learning that a logioal organization of sub-
3eot-matter may not be the best order of development for the 
ohild. Only as reading oame more and more to be demanded by 
sooiety as a value to be seoured by its members, only as the 
diffioulties of learning to read beoame more oonsoious, was 
another method sought. Various devioes oame to be used to get 
the pupils to learn the alphabet. A wealthy Greek purohased 
slaves as playmates for his boy, eaoh slave named for a letter 
of the alphabet. Quintillian advooated giving the ohildren 
blooks with the letters printed on them and ivory tablets with 
the letters engraved therein to be traoed by the ohild with a 
1 pen. The gingerbread method of Basedow was one of the most in-
genious methods of motivating the work. He advocated having a 
school baker and utilizing the child's desire for the ginger-
bread letters as as inoentive to learn their names. So. too, 
there came to be devioes to aid in grouping into syllables, 
words, etc. But the ABC method has no strong motivation. It 
is difficult to make the child feel the need for the alphabet 
as such. Its relation to the desire to read is not vital. To 
be compelled to learn the alphabet with no purpose in mind is 
~----------------------------------------------------- --------
1. Payne, "Compayre t s Hist ory of Peda?ogy ," p. 49. D. C. Beath & 
Co., 1885. 
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as obnoxious to the child as the learning of nonsense syllables 
is to the adult when he has no end in view for doing so, and the 
task is imposed simply upon authority. It is strictly a memory 
tQ:sk with no interest or meaning to the child other than pleas-
ing the teacher. The letters have no meaningful relation to 
I 
values felt by the child. They were not taught as sound sym-
bols and their relation to word mastery was lost to the child. 
There was no opportunity for symbol and meaning to grow together. 
The phonic Ickelsamer, 1534, offered the phonic method. He 
method. 
grouped the letters of the alphabet according to the 
position of the vocal organs in uttering their sounds; he used 
the method of mnemonic association.l By this method the sound 
of the letter "b" for instance was represented by the bleating 
of the lamb, that of "r" by the growling dog, etc. Thus, when 
a word was learned. the child imaged the letters, their sounds. 
and the animals repeating their cries. The method with some 
variations was perfected by Miss Pollard at a much later time 
and was called the synthetic Method. She made the association 
of letter-sounds and letter by story. song, picture. personifi-
cation, and drill. The phonic elements are learned before the 
word, the word before the idea. the sentence last of all. The 
plan while having some advantages over the ABC method, placed 
the emphasis on sound mastery and ability to master words as 
the end to be desired. But word mastery is not reading; the 
word has only indefinite meaning except in relation to other 
words of a sentence. The child has these words already in his 
spoken vocabulary, and until reading itself has created the need 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Huey, "Psychology Ilnd Peda~or,J of Readin~ ," p. 254. 
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for the mastery of printed symbols the child does not feel any 
interest in this prooedure. Ability to sound out words is not 
in itself a strong value to the ohild and when insisted upon 
leads the ohild to believe this the important thing in the pro-
oess of reading. The phonic method, therefore, oan not be 
launohed with any strong impelling motive; the symbols are not 
values in themselves apart from their meaning. However well 
this method may suooeed, it is emphasis in the wrong plaoe, and 
the method as a beginning method has lost favor. 
The word 
method. 
Comenius, about 1567, made the beginning of the word 
method. This was an attempt to learn words not by a 
synthesis of letters or sounds, as in the ABC and the phonio 
methods, but as wholes by assooiating them with piotures - the 
picture suggestive of the word. This was an advance in method; 
Comenius was far beyond his time. It was only in the latter 
part of the last oentury that it oame to be muoh used in this 
oountry. It admits of stronger motivation than either of the 
methods so far desoribed, for the pioture has interest for the 
ohild, and the word would doubtless arouse some images and be 
imbued with some meaning whioh would make it easier to master. 
Wholes, too, are presented before the parts. But when we give 
all the oredit we oan, it still falls short and we must say 
it 
again word getting is not reading nor is;-the prinoipal thing 
to be aimed at in learning to read. The word does not express 
definite meaning independently and oan not be strongly oonneoted 
with a felt need of the ohild. 
The sentence 
method. 
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The need for some method which would make. the bur-
den of the child lighter led to another suggestion 
which for a long time was not seriously tested because it pro-
posed the seemingly impossible. It was suggested that the sen-
tence be made the unit for the child. The sentence method 
. 12 
seems to have been proposed by Comenius and by Olivier. But it 
had no ~ wide use in this country until late in the nine-
teenth oentury - less than thirty years ago. This method looks 
upon the sentenoe as the true unit in language and reading. 
The sentence has a distinctive total sound, appearance, and 
meaning. This is indicated by the way it is spoken when its 
meaning is felt. When the meaning of the entire sentenoe is in 
the consciousness of the reader then only oan he read naturally. 
The sentence lends itself to a strong appeal to the pupil be-
cause it furnishes him with meanings, with reward for his ef-
fort,in the gratification of his love of story and rhythm, in 
the extended meaning of the picture he has wondered about. It 
can make appeals also to the instinctive side of his nature, to 
his interest in play, construction, etc. 
Our examination of primers and first readers in Chapter II, 
shows that an effort is sometimes made by the publishers to 
supply books adapted to all methods of teaching reading, but 
that by far the larger number recommend a combination method 
beginning with the sentence and introducing word and phonic 
drills later, but still early in the 7ear. 
!rom the evolution of method in reading what are we to oon-
----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Euey. "Psychology and Pedagogy of Heading," p. 272. 
2. 3rigl?,s and Coffman, "Reading in Public Schools," p. 32. 
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elude as to the procedure in learning to read? It would seem 
only logical to conclude that, as a result of the efforts of 
the years to find the easiest and most natural approach for the 
beginner in reading. the ABC, the phonic, and the word methods 
have given way to the sentence, or perhaps more accurately the 
sentence-word method. 
The method of mastering symbols in reading may be inferred 
also from the method by which symbols are.naturally acquired, 
and the method by which the child masters his ear vocabulary and 
learns to express his thoughts by the voice. When the child 
How ear vocabu- enters school he has a speaking vocabulary es-
lary and speaking 
vocabulary grow. timated at from fifteen hundred to four thousand 
1 
words and is able to understand when heard (ear symbols) a much 
larger number. How did he get these ear s~~bols? The manner 
in which these symbols grew has implications that may be help-
ful in understanding how to master the symbols in primary read-
ing. Symbols grow up in our reaction to ' situations in our e::{-
perience. Tr..e symbol and meaning grow simu~taneously. The 
natural symbol is the objective aspect of experience in rela-
tion to the subjective aspect, but the reaction is an adjust-
ment to the meaning of the symbol. It is the proper reaction 
that is importa.nt and the meaning is the guide. The point is 
seen if we examine some of the meanings which Children attach 
to symbols. They are ahot through and through with activity. 
An illustration may make it clearer. The mother, when the 
child has sufficient muscular control, puts the spoon in the 
--------------------------------------------------------------
1. Grant, Pedap:ogical Seminar;y:, Vol. XXII. p. 192. 
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ohild's hand, speaks the word "spoon" and guides the child's 
hand in using it to get its food. The seeing and feeling of the 
spoon, the name and the appropriate aotivity all get assooiated 
in this experience. Repetitions of it make the assooiation per-
manent so that either the memory image of the spoon or the sight 
of it calls up or suggests the spoken work; and the spoken word 
calls up the appropriate activity, - it has beoome a symbol, 
the sign of an idea. The child now defines spoon as something 
bright to take food with, and in time even the quality is omitted 
and the spoon becomes something to eat with. In this manner 
was the entire auditory symbolism built up before he entered 
school and in this way i~Wil~ continue to grow. The relation 
of the symbol is made speoifio to the activity; it is not in-
dependent. 
The speaking vocabulary the child possessed on entering 
school has been acquired through his instinct to imitate, and 
on entering school he thus knows certain words in two ways. The 
problem of the teacher is to teach the child to know these words 
in two other ways in order that he may have another way of 
getting and another way of expressing thought. The eye is now 
trained to share with the ear the burden of thought getting, and 
the hand to share with the mouth the work of expression. 
Eye symbols The method of mastering word-forms in reading is 
are similarly 
acquired. the same as that by whioh the ohild aoquired his 
hearing vocabulary. The parent did not begin to teaoh the child 
the component parts of his ear words. The teaoher will not begin 
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by teaching the child the component parts of the written or 
him 
printed words, - the letters;nor by teaching~ sounds that 
make the words. Neither letters nor sound components of words 
are neoessary before he begins to read. Words are not indepen-
dent of their meanings and their meanings are bound up in the 
totality of sentenoe meaning; they get their meaning in a re-
lationship to other words,in their servioe to speoifio aotivity 
for whioh they stand. The starting point is some familiar 
thought or idea whioh the child ~ express ~ has expressed 
in oral language, and we assist htm to express it in aotion and 
in oral language when the same i~ expressed in clear soript 
upon the board. Repetition, as in the oase of the ear symbol, 
makes the assooiation of the Sight word and its meaning per-
manent. The Written or printed words thusbeoome filled with 
meaning and are signs of ideas. The child has been initiated 
in reading, and the method starts with the sentenoe. 
Method fol-
lows need 
felt by child. 
In learning any item of knowledge there is one 
oondition that always determines the ease and 
readiness with whioh it is done; namely, the need felt for or 
the interest felt in the thing learned. We shall note next the 
ability of the sentenoe-word method to meet a felt need of the 
child. 
The answer has already been stated informally in the dis-
cussion of the weaknesses and strength of the different methods. 
It needs only formal restatement. The ohild oan be made to feel 
the need of reading - getting values - to satisfy his desire 
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for story, play, rhythm, etc. But his desire is for the mean-
ings, the thought, or the rhythm .and not , for , the symbols. The 
meanings and the rhythm are found in the sen.tence • . The s;ymbols, 
• " , .t . . ', . 
therefore, lack in the power to be felt as an urgent need ex-
• '- , , ' . , . .t.. 
cept as it comes in his inability to get control of the sentence. 
2. PHONICS. 
Because we .begin wi~h , the , sentence in teaching beginning 
reading and not with the sounds that make ,up words, we must not 
'. , : 0 " -. . . 
conclude that phonics has no place in teaching ,reading. There 
are many inherent difficulties in phonics that make their ,mas-
tery difficult. Some sounds are represented by more than one 
'. " ~ . 
symbol; some symbols represent more than one sound; some sounds 
are represented by a combination of symbols; and some symbols 
frequently stand for no sound at all, being silent. 
If we teach reading incidentally' and use the sentence-word 
method we shall still need phonics in order to make the child 
able to master words independently of the teacher. This is 
sufficient reason for giving phon,ics an important place in the 
discussion of first year reading. The topics considered are: 
(1) Function of phoniCS, (2) When to teach phoniCS, (3) How 
words are learned in the first lessons in reading, (4) Motive, 
(5) Method, (6) Learning the alphabet. 
Function: The function of phonics in reading is to enable the 
child without the aid of the teacher to master those 
words with which he ' is familiar as ear words. By the use of 
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this tool, when the phonograms have become familiar to his ear, 
he is enabled to find for himself the new words that are al-
ready familiar to him as ear words. He has only to make the 
sounds in order, as found in the word, in quick succession to 
find that their synthesis is a word familiar to him. 
When to 
teaoh 
phonics. 
Bo definite time can be set for beginning the work in 
phonics. Unconsciously ~rom the first some of the 
sounds will begin to differentiate Just as the words do. Many 
words will have common parts as in "man," "can," "ran," etc. 
By analogy and contrast the analysis of words begins and cer-
tain sounds of letters and phonograms are learned Just as the 
child has learned that red is red and green is green wherever 
he finds it. It does not seem necessary to hasten unduly the 
phonic element in the work if good word drill is given to get 
the new words in a meaningful relation for the child so that 
context can aid him. Many words, even when phonics are taught 
early or taught first, have to be made sight-words as they will 
not submit themselves to phonic analysis, and some groups can 
be learned more readily by sight than by sound because the group 
is small or has some inherent difficulty such as silent letters. 
The live teacher will detect the first tendency of the 
child to analyze the words and will foster it by every means at 
hand. When the need for a means of mastering words independent-
ly becomes strong enough to accomplish the work with the minimum 
of drudgery on the part of the pupil and 'the teaoher, the task 
will be undertaken in earnest. The desire to get the story 
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without troubling the teacher to tell the new words becomes 
strong after the first few weeks. 
at first 
The work in phonics should/be kept separate from the read-
ing lesson «¥ %XIK%. It must not intrude itself into the read-
ing lesson to the detriment of getting the thought which is the 
main purpose. To permit it to do so is to emphasize word getting 
and to defeat the main purpose of reading. 
How words are 
learned in the 
first lessons 
in reading. 
If the child is not to be made independent in 
word mastery by being taught phonics from the 
very beginning, then he must have some other 
method of getting these symbo+s in the e~ly stages of learning 
to read. When the child is learning the natural symbols and he 
asks what this thing or that is, we tell him and help him get 
such experience of it as will be helpful in understanding it. 
When the arbitrary word symbol appears we can follow the same 
plan in the beginning and tell the pupil the word. In beginning 
with the sentence method words will from the beginning differ-
entiate. · Some who believe strongly in early phonic drill take 
this differentiation to mean that the phonic key must be mas-
tered forthwith and proceed to the task with such energy as to 
make word mastery the main thing. This frequently results in 
confusing the child and causes his attempts at reading to be-
come little more than a mechanical, monotonous calling of words. 
His recognition of words at first should come from the iifferen-
tiation mentioned above, from the words told him by the teacher 
in response to an interest shown by his asking for them and from 
the context in which they are found. It is not best nor desir-
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able that words should stand out prominently in reading. Ex-
periments have shown that the recognition of the letters is not 
the means of word perception, but rather the length of the word 
1 
and its general characteristics. It has also been shown by 
Professor Cattell that words are asqquickly recognized as let-
ters; that "When sentences or phrases were exposed, they were 
either grasped as wholes or else scarcely any of the ,words or 
letters were read."2 This would indicate that letters or their 
sounds are not vital to word reoognition in a meaningful con-
text. 
Neither is phonics necessary to the meaning of a word in 
a sentence. The best authorities on meaning or interpretation 
of what is read agree that a word's particular meaning is felt 
in a relation to the total meaniZlg in a s'entence. James says, 
"Certain kinds of verbal assooiate, certain expectations ful-
filled, stand for a good part of our impression that a sentence 
has a meaning. ••• Nonsense in grammatical form sounds half 
rational; sense with grammatical sequence upset sounds nonsen-
sical. We make flying leaps over portions of the sentences 
uttered, and give attention only to substantive starting points, 
turning pOints, and , conclusions here and there. n3 From this 
we are to conclude that context is a powerful faotor in deter-
__ • ________________________________ r __________________ -------
1. Quoted from HueYt "Psyohologyand Pedagogy of Reading." 
p. 72. 
2. James, "Prinoiples of Psychology." Vol. I, pp. 255-265. 
3. Huey. "Psycr_o 109"J and Pedagogy of Reo.dine:." p. 73. 
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mining words and their meanings and should he utilized a.s such 
from the very beginning. 
How need 
for phon-
ics arises. 
A difficult ,task always calls for a strong incen-
tive to attack it and complete it. Too early phon-
ic drills are not entered into with much life because lacking 
in meaning and. incentive,. In the course of a few weeks as read-
ing becomes more and more a pleasure and more and more a neces-
sity in realizing his ideals in play, story, construction, 
nature study, .and desire to expreSll himself in writ inS', the 
child will come to feel the need of a better means of find-
ing words, one that will enuble him to get the story without 
bothering others. His incre~sing responsibilit, to perform 
his part in the new world of the school an~ yet a larger one in 
the old one, the home, mill all contribute to his desire for 
independence of the teacher's and parent's aid. 
Method -
llnemonic devices 
are faulty. 
The method of teaching phonics is a matter of 
no small concern. Many special methods have 
arisen, most of which seem artificial and Unnatural. They are 
unnecessary. for a more direct attack would: be better. :Many 
teachers try to sugar-coat the task by teaching phonics in the 
play a~rti Vl~3. They make phonics an end and play the means of 
activity. This is the cese with most of the mnemonic systems. 
But the theory breaks down in that the child while he growls, 
"r-r-r-r" or puffs, "ch-ch-ch" does so for the sake of the ac-
t i vi ty, and while he rna:" learn some of the sounds, the process 
is like standing off and scooping corn at a hand sheller; some 
of it may strike the opening and be shelled, but the most of 
the effort goes wid of the mark. In these methods the symbol 
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is not learned in its functional relation and has to be learned 
again. Even granting that the sounds can be learned by such 
systems, it may be questioned whether the knowledge of the 
sound as he meets it in his reading with the visual images of 
the puffing engine and the barking dog automatically associated 
can be anything but detrimental to the interpretation of mean-
ing. This it seems to me we can say: the sound he has learned 
did not develop in response to the personal need of the child 
nor in its functional 're1ation, and at no time is attention 
centered in any strong way on the symbol and sound it repre-
sents. This is quite a different thing from making activity in 
dOing, or play, the end and phonics a means of its realization; 
the two processes must not be confused. 
Formal drill 
is deOadening. 
Neither ia it desirable to make the mastery of 
phonics a formal drill exercise with no inoen-
tive for the task. To do so is to work against the grain and 
to make it drudgery. The period for drill is not before the 
age of eight, so that in deference to the child, we must not 
force formal drill work upon him. When the time oomes for 
teaohing phonics, be it early in the year or late, it should 
be taught neither by mnemonic device nor formal memory drill. 
The method 
of slow pro-
nunol~tion. 
The method of teaching phonics by the slow pronun-
eiation of words seems to be the best means yet de-
vised. Phonics ia a means of independent word mastery. By 
pronouncing the words slowly the sounds are taught in their 
functional relation to word~ and symbol and meaning grow to-
gether. The teacher may pronounce words slowly with a percep-
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tible pause between sounds. The children try to recognize what 
is said. As a motive to urge attention to it they may be per-
mitted to do the thing sounded in this way or it may be made to 
add to the play or other interests. Later by means of the 
written or printed word the sound is assooiated with the proper 
character. Writing the word and sounding it as it is written 
has been found a very helpful plan, one by which sound and sym-
bol grow up together. 
Learning the 
alphabet. 
The alphabet characters are taught in the phonic 
work as children require them. And so far as 
reading is concerned there will be no need for teaching them in 
serial order. There will be a need for them in serial order as 
soon as' the diotionary or the card catalog is to be used. Some 
teachers have pupils keep a dictionary of new words learned. 
This would furnish the motive for learning them in serial if 
the words are grouped alphabetioally. 
3. MOTIVE. 
The importance ot the topic of motive is readily seen when 
we come to consider what Bubject-matter we shall put in the 
curriculum. At any stage of education, the content should be 
such that it can be utilized by the child in a present Situation 
of need for a better way of doing things. But motive becomes 
of increasing importance when we come to consider the correla-
tion of learning with the degree of whole-hearted interest in 
the activity in which the learning takes place. It is believed 
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that the amount of learning approaches a direct ratio to the 
1 degree of whole-hearted interest. Direct learning best takes 
place to the extent that there is whole-hearted interest in the 
aotivity of subjeot matter for its intrinsic value. Aotivity 
is the basis of all learning and we shall discuss in oonnection 
with it, el} what activity implies, (2) three types of activity, 
(3) the relation of activity to -interest, need, problem, and 
motivation, (4) state the problem of motivation, (6) discuss 
the kinds of values used in motivation, (6) give illustrations, 
and (7) consider what motives to use. 
What aotivi-
ty implies. 
Activity implies that there i8 an organism (the 
learner) with needs, predispositions, and capaoity 
for activity; that these are oalled out by ends, purposes, goals, 
and values which act as stimuli; that the organism has oertain 
ways of reaching out to control values - certain subsidiary 
steps in the prooess of reaohing goals; that satisfaotion or 
annoyanoe aooompanies the responses or steps taken in getting 
oontrol of a value. 
~hree types 
of activity. 
(I) ~here are three types of aotivity. In the 
case of the infant the end is instinotively set 
up, the movement is Instinctively made, and the satisfaotion or 
annoyance is an immediate accompaniment of the activity. If 
satisfaotion aooompanies the aotivity it tends to be repeated 
and learning results, oertain values are oontrolled. If an-
noyanoe accompanies the activity, it is inhibited. A negative 
sort of learning takes plaoe. In this type of activity the . 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Dewey. "Interest and Effort in Educution," pp. 7-15,41 ff. 
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means and end are not separated; the activity goes on merely 
for the pleasure it affords. 
(2) A second type of activity is seen in the young child 
who is conscious, of a delayed goal he is trying to reach and 
subsidiary steps are suggested by the situation and lead on to 
its accomplishment. 
(3) The third type is recognized in older persons who are 
conscious of the goal and consciously select the subsidiary 
steps or means of rea~hing it. Satisfaction or annoyance ac-
companies the second and third types of activity, but it dif-
fers from the first in that disagreeable activity will be per-
sisted in when, it is comprehended and becomes a subsidiary part 
or means in a total desired activity. 
Relation of 
interest and 
activity. 
Charters says, "Aotivity which is the all in all 
of the pupil has oertain predilections and predis-
positions toward the directions it takes • •• We call the 
predileotions and predispositions interests."l Activity is 
always going out toward some objeot or end to which we warm up 
emotionally. These tendenoies and predispositions are numerous 
in children - some inherited; some aoquired. The self sees in 
a situation some stimulus or value in line with a tendency or 
set of the organizm, and. warming up toward it as an end or 
goal identifies itself with it in aotivity for the purpose of 
attaining it. If the activity and end are not separated and 
--------------------------------------------------------~----
1. Charters. "Kethods of Teaohing," p. 147. Row. Peterson & Co •• 
· 1912. 
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the activity is for its own sake we call it immediate interest. 
If the activity is for some conscious end or goal to be reached 
only by subsidiary steps or means then we call it mediate in-
terest. But it is observed we are saying over again the same 
thing we said under types of activity only with different words. 
Relation of Need is felt when activity is blocked by some ob-
need and 
activity. stacIe which interferes with the realization of our 
purposes. It is the lack of a value, and the self feels the 
inability to control it. If the value is strong enough the 
self persists in activity toward controling it. The self takes 
stock of the situation. If the means already being used seem 
adequate their revaluation renews effort and the person works 
the harder. If the means seem inadequate, thinking results 
and there is search for new means to set the activity going to-
ward the goal. Thus new interests are taken in new ways of 
over-coming obstacles. Mediate interest is taken in objects 
related as means to end of the activity in which the self is 
identified. Need is now seen to be but a phase of activity -
dynamic in that the obstacle met has caused the person to spur 
up to overcome it. It is thus a phase of the second and third 
types of activity. But need may be instinctively felt and un-
conscious. Aotivity resulting from suoh need would oorrespond 
to the first type. 
The problem 
and aotivity. 
Problems, too, spring out of broken-dOwn oontrol. 
They are intellectual statements of the way need 
oan be satisfied. If I need to write a letter my problem may be 
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to get a pen, or paper, or to compose~ It is a series of steps 
to be met in overcoming the breakdown and getting activity go-
ing again. 
We may summarize by saying that interest, need, and pro-
blem are ·al1 phases of activity. We call it interest when the 
self finds in a situation some goal and looks forward and warms 
up to it and toward subsidiary means of its attainment. We 
call it need when there is the feeling of lack of a value, when 
an obstacle is in the way, and self puts forth effort to get 
control. We oall it problem when aotivity is viewed inte11eo-
tua1ly and eaoh step is viewed in relation to some larger whole. 
We oa11 it motivation when we see the self warming up toward a 
goal and going toward it in activity or when we think of the 
end or goal as bringing the activity about. 
The problem 
of motivation. 
When immediate interest'is felt in subject-matter 
the teaoher has no problem of motivation, for all 
that is needed is opportunity for activity. The subject-matter 
is suffioient stimulus in itself. 
When subject-matter is not interesting the problem of moti-
vation i8 to get something going (an activity whole) whioh in-
oludes the subjeot-matter as an intermediate step or subordinate 
part. It is to get the self of the student identified in an 
aotivity the goal of whioh requires the use of'the subjeot-mat-
ter. The subjeot-matter thus beoomes a means to the realization 
of the goal. 
The use of 
generic 
values. 
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One class of values is capable of motivating much 
sUbject-matter. We call them generic values. They 
are of such general application that they motivate a wide range 
of sUbject-matter. Rivalry, ptUlishment, constructiveness, love 
of praise, curiosity, rew~rds, duty, honor, grades, promotion. 
etc., belong to this class. They have been much used by the 
old education. It is easy to appeal to them as ends. The teacher 
has merely to select one that the child values, cause him to rea-
lize that he is not controlling it; then show him that learning 
the subject-matter is the means of getting control. But the 
learning that results from this type of motivation is of a low 
order. It does not take into account the function of subject-
matter but rather regards it as means of avoiding punishment, 
making grades, or securing rewards~ The subject-matter is not 
seen and understood in its life use and is mechanically memorized. 
Other kinds of learning are taking place; such as aversion to 
school, teachers, and books. It is seldom whole-hearted ac-
tivity and effort quickly lags. Since subject-matter is all 
for the same general purposes there is no weighing of values in 
what is learned. subject-matter is not well organized since 
its relationships are not understoo~. 
The use of The new education proposes a social functional view of 
specific 
values. SUbject-matter and a motivation by means of specific 
values. The use of specific values requires. first, that we de-
termine the life use of the unit of subject-matter to be taught; 
secondly, that we get going some activity desired by the child 
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in which he will need to use the sUbject-matter for its in-
trinsic purpose; thirdly, that we guide the child in getting 
control. 
Illustrations 
of motivation. 
In the illustrations which follow there is no 
attempt to classify motives. They are intended 
to be merely suggestive. Illustrations of both specific and 
generic values are given. Suggestions (1), (4), (6), (11) and 
(12) are appeals to specific values; (6), (9) and (10) are ex-
amples of generic appeals. 
(1) through 
play, 
Play is one of the strongest as well as one of the 
most useful of the instincts of infancy and child-
hood. It is activity performed for the pleasure accompanying 
it and has no end in view other than its own realization. Play 
is the natural teacher to acquaint the child with the words and 
to bring him into the realization of his powers and capacities. 
It is one way of trying on the world and experiencing the feel-
ing. 
Games can be found that invol ve delayed ends and use of 
means and ru1es,and that adapt themselves to teaching sentences, 
words, or letters. The following illustrations show how readily 
games lend themselves to this work: 
The children and teacher play "I say stoop." In this game 
the children stand in the aisles, while the teacher stands in 
front, facing the class. Whenever the teacher says, "I say 
stOOp!" both she and the ohildren stoop and ~ediate1y rise 
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again. But when she says. "I say standI " and stoops as before. 
the children remain standing. Those. who make a mistake and 
stoop when the teacher stoops are out of the game. This game 
is played and talked about. At the next lesson the teacher says 
we are going to play the game in a new way. She has written 
the words "stoop" and "stand" in different places on the black-
board and when she points to either of the words the pupils as 
before perform the act. If any pupil makes a mistake he is 
out • 
. The pupils will again talk about the lesson and the teacher 
will arr~nge the sentences so as to make the most interesting 
account possible of the activity. keeping in as much of the 
personal element as possible. This is read by some member of 
the ,class if poss1ble, but if not by the teacher who pOints to 
the symbols as he reads. This is subsequently made a reading 
lesson. The g~me may be repeated if need arises~ Copies of 
the lesson may be given the pupil for study or home reading. 
The same game may be used to introduce many new words 'as 
\ 
hop. run. jump. turn, fly. sit. etc., as they are needed. This 
appeals not only to the instinct of play but also to the express-
ive tendency of children which in the early years needs only 
the suggestion of activity to flow over into it. 
Having taught a group of action words ... the game may be 
changed to "Ducks Fly." This game will introduce many substan-
tive words: The members of the class stand in open files as 
for gymnastic work. the teacher or pupil leader facing them. 
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The leader calls out "Ducks fly," and raises the arms to repre-
sent flying. The players imitate her. She continues, naming 
any animals she chooses instead of ducks. So long as she names 
animals that can fly, the players continue to imitate her; but, 
if, for instance, she calls out "Cats fly," the players remain 
motionless. The pupil failing to remain motionless must go out 
of the game. This game is changed for the next lesson, and 
this time the teacher writes the sentences on the blackboard and 
points to them instead of giving them orally. As she pOints to 
the sentences the child imitates the appropriate activity as 
before, and on making a mistake is out. The following sentences 
are suggestive: 
Birds fly. 
Dogs fly. 
Squirrels fly. 
Hens fly. 
Pigs fly. 
Turkeys fly. 
Cows fly. 
Geese fly. 
Another game with the same pos~ibi1ities of play and 
with the instinct of imitation which is so well developed at this 
age in the foreground is, "I Saw:" The children stand in the 
aisles of the school room. The teacher asks the leader of the 
first file, "What did you see?" The leader makes an answer 
that includes the mention of some physioal action whioh he and 
his file can imitate. He says, for instance, "I see a horse 
trotting;" and then followed by his file, he trots around the 
room and badk to his p1aoe. The teaoher asks the 'question of 
the leaders of the other files in turn and the imitation each 
time follows. The answers admit of great variety and originality. 
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The following are suggestive: 
"I saw a lame man walking." 
"I s~w a man beating a drum." 
"I saw a hen flopping her wings." 
"I saw a boy shooting a duck." 
"I saw a girl plucking flowers." 
This game is then changed so that the aotion is performed by 
the leader of a file as soon as he can read the sentence which 
the teacher writes on the blackboard. Failing to read it oor-
rectly he loses his place as leader, and the leader of the next 
file reads it and imitates the action. 
Some of the games given for sentence and word drills would 
answer equally well for ear training drills in phonics. For 
example. if instead of pronouncing the words in the game. "I 
saw," the teacher slightly separated the first consonant from 
the rest of the word as, "I saw a boy r - un" or "I saw a bird 
h - OPt" etc., allowing the same activity as before if under-
stood, the ohild's attention will be focused on the sound of 
the letter that has been slightly separated ~rom the rest of 
the word. 
The ohildren play at mailing letters. A mail-box is fixed 
up. The proper word oards are distributed to the ohildren and 
as each child brings his card he is allowed to mail it if he 
pronounces it slowly; that is, if he gives the sounds of the 
word oorrectly, as m-a-n. Or for drill work on sounds, the 
children may play at making a train. Blooks with a word printed 
on eaoh or the phonio oards represent the engine and oars. The 
teacher presents the blocks or cards with the words; if the pupil 
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can give the sounds promptly he may have it for his engine, or 
car. Each child sees how long ,a train he can make. Either of 
the last two games would be just as effective as a word drill, 
but it is insisted at first that the drill on words be kept in 
sentence relation and that in phonic drills the sounds be kept 
in their functional word relation. 
(2) desire to 
imitate, 
Imitation has played a strong part in the life of 
the child in building his little world. It has 
helped him make his language, his habits of morals and manners. 
His social ideas, his moral and religious notions, he has formed 
by imitating others. 
There are many uses for imitation in teaching reading. 
The child has seen others read and get good 'stories, hence , the 
des~re for reading springs up to furnish motive for the task 
of learning to read. It functions in play and imitative games, 
as we have already noted, and furnishes motive for symbol mas-
tery. In obtaining expreSSion, we shall find it our greatest 
reliance, perhaps, outside of being sure that the meaning is 
understood by the child, since the teacher's knowledge of the 
vocal organs and their function in speech is too inadequate to 
enable him to prescribe in definite terms the directions needed 
And even in leading the child to get meanings, imitation is a 
useful ally. For example, if the child has read with the wrong 
meaning or no meaning and the teacher haa tried other nleana to 
secure correct meaning, she may read, "Here is a letter from 
Mother" in strong contrast to his "here-is-a-letter- from-
• 
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Uncle- John!'" Catching the meaning, he at once repeats it 
with similar inflection, "Here is a letter from Uncle John." 
Again, repeated efforts of imitation may be made, if the child 
is unable to utter cert.ain sounds or combinations, or to accent 
some word correctly. 
Imitation has application in the mastery of words. Let 
us suppose the child is learning to write as well as to read. 
He desires to write in imitation of the teacher. Some short 
sentence has first been functioned in the experience of the 
children. While this thought is at white heat, let the teacher 
• 
write the sentence on the board, reading it as he writes and 
perhaps again efter writing, this time pointing to it word'by 
word. Let the teacher then erase the sentence, turn to some 
pupil and ask him to make the chalk say it. The desire to 
imitate the teacher in the act will hold the attention on sym-
bol and meaning, thus aiding in a helpful way in making the 
associations. 
But imitation is useful in reading not only as a means of 
adaptation but as a funo-tion in dramatic interpertation. \7ith 
all children there is a desire to tryon all sorts of actions 
to get the feel of them. The dramatic imitation becomes a means 
of picturing scenes and conditions essential to clear understand-
ing. But cilildren love to dr&natize just as they love to play, _ 
it seems akin to play on the one hand and to imitation on the 
other. ~heir first school dramatizations are of stories told 
them by the teacher. But the skillful teacher will turn this 
love of dramatization in the direction of motivation for reading. 
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If the children read for the purpose of dramatization they must 
so fill themselves with the story that they can take any part 
that may be assigned. They must find the persons, the parts 
to be performed by each, and the things needed to represent 
the story. It insures attentive effort to mastering the thought 
because it identifies the labor of mastering the words with the 
instinotive desire for dramatio imitation. 
Dramatic imitation is of value in getting expression; for 
when a ohild loses himself and beoomes another, he reads with 
proper expression and appreciation. In early reading, it will 
serve to foous the attention on the word and meaning belonging 
to it if simple situations are used and the children are per-
mitted to act them as soon as they can discover their parts 
which the te~oher has written on the blaokboard; or if the 
teaoher.· asko them to find in the story what the different 
oharacters said or did. 
(3) love of 
r~t~. 
Wbether we regard rhythm as instinctive or organic, 
as some choose to do, it is a marked feature of 
child life. It is shown in the impulse to produce rhythmio 
movements and sounds and to respond in a oharaoteristic way when 
such rhyt~s are produoed by others. The child readily and 
eagerly learns "Little Boy Blue," or "Mother Hubbard." Many 
children know these rhymes when they come to school. Bow sup-
pose the teacher wr~tes the rhyme on the blackboard and calls 
the words as he does so; suppose he now reads the poem as he 
again points to the words; suppose the pupil then repeats the 
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poem and points to the words. This is the method,or part of it, 
of a large number of readers. We may ask, "What has been ac-
complished?" Advocates of the theory claim that sentences and 
words have been differentiated in their meaningful relation to 
other words, and in a use and relation which the child under-
stands. He associates the written symbols in the rhythm with 
the sound symbols and their meaning which has grown up with it 
in spoken language. When some vocabulary has been gained, the 
pupil may attack new rhymes that have not been memorized and 
read them because of the stimulus of his desire for rhythm. 
This seems to be its most legitimate use. It is also claimed 
for this method that it leads to independence. If the child 
has thoroughly memorized a rhyme and can point out the words 
when he finds a word subsequently in his reading lesson and can 
not recall it, he will remember the form and the rhyme in which 
it occurred and can go back and find it. thereby gaining a 
measure of independence. 
There are some objections to these claims. It may be 
questioned whether the oral word arouses sufficiently the ap-
propriate activities to make association with the written word, 
as it is pointed to,certain and economical. If the thought 
stirred by the written word is not sufficiently intense the 
association is therefore weak. It would have a tendency also 
to cause the sound of the word to come up and be repeated in 
silent reading. It would cause a lip and ear interpretation 
which would slow down the process of getting meaning from the 
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page. ~he circuit from symbol to meaning is in this case 
through other symbolism instead of through direct association 
with the activity and hence longer. 
(4) the social 
instinct - ten-
dency to form 
groups. 
~ere is a tendency in children to form into 
small groups at the age of first year reading. 
This should be utilized with another social ten-
dency, the altruistic, shown in the disposition to act for the 
good of the group_ While neither of these tendencies is strong 
at this age, yet they should receive recognition. Reading may 
be made to contribute to their growth. Silent reading may be 
in the interest of obtaining a story to be told by the reader 
to his classmates or be made a servant to secure the values 
which he needs as a member of the group, and of the language 
interest which is always seeking something to tell; periods 
for free discussion of things read should be established. Oral 
reading can be made to furnish gratification to the social group 
by having one individual or diViSion of a class read to the 
others, and by letting the best readers help the poorest. 
(5) the desire A much stronger and effective social tendency 
for personal 
approval. than that last discussed is the desire for per-
sonal approval. The instinct shows itself first in the desire 
for parental approval,later for that of the teacher and com-
panions. Praise for an act well done furnishes pleasure enough 
to encourage new efforts, and blame, dl.spJ:·eo.~llr(;f.~ enOuth to in-
hibit the undesirable act. The skillful teacher of reading 
will find praise worthily bestowed for the passage well read. or 
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for the good attempt at slow pronunoiation in the struggle with 
sound symbols, a means of inoreasing the skill and effort of 
the pupil. It is impossible to estimate how muoh drudgery the 
pupil will endure for the word ot approval of the teaoher whom 
he loves. Teaohers, however, should not make their power in 
this respeot an exouse for not seeking to find other motives 
more in harmony with the nature of the task in hand. It is 
proper to use it so long as it works to seoure fresh effort, 
but must be guarded oarefully lest ehildren oome to depend up-
on it and lest egotism shall oheok the growing tendenoy to aot 
for the good of the group. 
(6) the use 
of the 
audience. 
The use of the audienoe to make the need for read-
ing .and, through reading, the need for the symbols 
felt is important enough to deserve separate treatment. For a 
consideration of this topio see Chapter V, p. 103. 
(7) ouriosity. Plato said of "ouriosity" that it is the mother 
of all knowledge. The child is into everything, 
prying, poking, gazing at this, listening to that, - always ex-
ploring, always testing with activity. He tastes everything, 
pushes, pulls, pounds, and slams until he finds nothing new to 
beexperienoed. Curiosity takes a new form when the ohild finds 
that he can use persons in his quest of the world~ he becomes 
a living question mark, directed at whoever has the patience to 
listen. The faots that he has pried and pounded out of the 
world must have a deeper meaning, the story must be longer than 
he has been able to read into things. This feeling may be ever 
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so dim with him, yet it is a beginning of intellectual curiosity, 
It is the beginning of problems made by the accumulated ideas 
of things with which he has come into contact. It is in this 
undefined, h.alf-social, half-intellectual stage of curiosity 
that we take the child into the school and ask how we can con-
vert some of this questioning activity into the task of master-
ing the reading experience. 
The skillful teacher will not try to create curiosity with 
its attending and interest features. She will try rather to 
keep it alive and healthy. She must not unduly excite it thus 
surfeiting the activity, nor render it wooden b.7 routine work. 
nor give it a p~,mtnent set by dogmatic teaching. nor permit it 
to beeome dissipated upon unworthy ends by lack:· of proper di-
rection. 'l'he school too often ign·ores this~ood servant of 
reading by substituting the questions of the teacher for those 
of the pupil. The child's curiosity diee of starvation because 
the answerz he gives must seek satisfaction in the teacher's 
approval rather than in his own desire for knowledge. 
The 't:eacher who makes reading a formal st:udy disregards 
the child's curiosity or gives it only random exercises. Read-
ing should be his servant to enlarge and give natural exercise 
to curiosity. but instead. the school ·makes it an end; artificial 
means are used to keep u~ the energy which should be abundant 
from the pupil's natural supply of curiosity about the big world 
and all that dwell therein. The artificial mee.ns of learning to 
read and of learning phonics is accomplished by undue excitement 
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thus surfeiting the activity. The curiosity of the child is 
many sided, but to conform to a fixed curriculum, the school by 
too early narrowing its range gives it set. The child asks 
for bread and we give it a stone. 
Two ways of giving curiosity exercise are apparent. We 
may give new experiences by showing or describing something 
never seen before; and by causing the child to attend to un-
observed qualities or relations in familiar objeots. Reading 
is unfortunately ~ore often made an appeal to the former than 
to the latter mode of satisfying curiosity. This has led to 
making the lesson a means of amuSing the child. The juice is 
extracted before the fruit is eaten. The reading lesson on 
nature study subjects, for instance, is given before any ob-
servation has been made. It is not an attempt to find explana-
tion for qualities and relations not understood, but is given 
with the purpose of getting the new thing itself by the short-
cut route of reading. It is always the new and the marvelous, 
leaving only the pulp and this in the end makes the pampered 
weakling instead of the sturdy thinker. The real test for 
curiosity is not the amount of pleasure derived but the amount 
of effort put forth to satisfy the thirst for knowledge. 
That teacher will make the strongest appeal to curiosity 
as an effort producer, who makes the lesson in reading minister 
to the child's turther understanding of his familiar and vital 
experiences and who makes the relation of the lesson taught to 
the child's experiences of life or his previous knowledge the 
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goal of reading. One way of dOing this would be for the teacher 
to state the relation of the new to the old in the form of a 
question or problem. the answer to which is the subject-matter 
of the lesson. But. perhaps the lesson may have a relation to 
more than a single experience or to more than a single problem. 
It would be wise. therefore. for the teacher to permit the 
pupils to state these relations for themselves. making the ques-
tions such as would require the reading of the entire lesson to 
get the answer. Another requirement made of the teacher who 
would make curiosity a motor force requires that the subject-
matter of the lesson must be suited to the stage of the child's 
development. The sol~tion of this condition is found in child-
study. Child-study must say when and how SUbject-matter shall 
be given in order that we may avail ourselves of the curiosity 
characteristic of that age. 
(8) interest 
in pictures, 
Interest in pictures is largely a matter of curi-
osity and may be used to motivate reading. In 
point of origin, picture writing and reading came before the 
~se of an alphabet language for the purpose of conveying ideas. 
So, too. the child reads the pictures of a book and they are of 
interest to him long before the printed words which tell the 
story more completely. Indeed, it is sometimes necessary to 
undeceive the child who thinks that the adult finds the wonder-
ful stories in the pictures rather than in the unattractive 
black marks. But when the child has been undeceived and learns 
that the black marks add to the enjoyment ot the picture by ex-
tending its meaning. he will want to learn how to use them. 
The picture should be studied before the lesson is read. There 
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will doubtless be different opinions as to the wh0 4 the where. 
and the what, This raises a problem to be solved by the read-
ing lesson to see who is right in his conjecture. 
InasMUch as publishers are interested first of all in the 
sale of their books. the point of attractiveness of the pictures 
has often been permitted to outweigh, 'the aptness of them to the 
reading matter. and so it happens that many pictures found in 
our readers lend little help in motivation. Often the story 
has been patched up to fit the picture rather than to appeal to 
the responsive attitude of the child. All pictures found in 
our readers should be an aid to the pupil in the formation of 
imagery and should appeal to his imagination. They should be 
suitable to the child's underst~nding and lend themselves to 
the interpretation of ~he story. (See the tabulation at the 
close of Chapter 1, pP. 18. 19. for an esttmate of the pictures 
found in these readers.) 
Too many pictures may rob the child of needed exeroise in 
creating his own situations and images • . This no doubt aocounts 
forO some of the lifeless reading of the third and fourth grades. 
Those reading books omit pictures for the most part and pupils 
have become too dependent upon them in the lower grades. 
(9) collecting 
instinct, 
The colleoting instinct of the six-year-old may 
be called into expreSSion in phases of the read-
ingwork. Sentences or short stories may be printed on cards 
and the children may consider them as letters. The letters may 
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become part of their collection if they can read to the other 
children the letter they get from the postmaster (the teacher 
or child chosen for this purpose). 
Again, a supply of words may be furnished each child and 
each child's collection will consist of the words he can weave 
into his story which he makes from the words and reads to the 
class. Or, a supply of words for phonic drills may be prepared. 
And each child may have for his collection such ones as he can 
pronounce so as to show the sound. 
The competitive instinct is a strong means in 
the hands of the skillful teacher for getting 
effective effort. But its close relation to · the fighting in-
stinct makes it a doubtful quantity from the point of its ap-
plication to school work. The competitive' tendenoymust .not 
be permitted to injure the d·ispositlon of the child; and its 
use must not oreate reJoioing at the failure ofa competitor. 
In reading, the competitive ·instinct may frequently be 
used in conjunction with other instinots as play, ·colleotion, 
imitation, etc., described above. Group comp~tition in oonneo-
tion with the amount of supplementary reading done, individual 
competition with the child's former records in word mastery 
and sound grouping are legitimate'uses of this instinot. The 
efforts of one pupil against another will often bring out the 
best efforts of eaoh without in any way injuring the respect 
of one pupil tor the other. 
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(11) love of 
aotivity~ 
Many ohildren remember best the things they do. 
Whether the response comes from the desire to aid 
the teacher and the pupils with whom he is associated, or 
whether it is in response to the inborn need for physical ex-
ercise there is always a strong tendency for every suggestion 
of activity to go over into realization. This tendency has 
been seized upon by some teachers and been made a very effec-
tive aid in teaching primary reading. 
To illustrate: The teacher writes on the board the sen-
tence. "Run." The child performs the action as soon as he can 
read the direction. Or. in planning for a game of ball, the 
ball, bat. etc., are labeled with their names. The teacher 
says, "John may bring the ---," and stepping to the board writes 
"bat." This John does if he can read his word whioh was placed 
in a sentenoe relation. "Mary may get the ---," and the teacher 
writes "ball." Mary does this if she oan read her word. The 
eagerness of the child for this activity is utilized to get the 
effort needed for mastering the symbol. 
(12) desire 
to oonstruot. 
The constructive activities oan be made of great 
aid to the teacher. Free-hand cutting, pasting. 
weaving. drawing, may each find a field for their gratification 
in reading. What child will not put forth great effort if her 
desire to make Hiawatha's bow and arrow, his wigwam. his canoe 
is made to depend upon ability to read? In too many cases the 
teacher makes the construction of these things an after thought 
for busy work or amusement instead of making them a potent fac-
tor for effort in reading. 
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(13) neoessity. Neoessity is said to be the mother ot invention. 
So the skillful teaoher of first year reading 
will take advantage of the ohild's neoessities by turning them 
to her purpose. In oalling the olass, or dismissing the room 
at intermission, or giving direotions in oalisthentios, many 
words oan be taught suoh as rise, turn, pass, hands on shoulders, 
raise, front, rear, eto. 
(14) appeal 
to imagination. 
The first year reading ohild is imbued with a 
strong power of imagination and oertain aoquired 
likings for nature, animals, eto. Here, as elsewhere,' the pro-
blem of the teaoher is that of providing literature whioh makes 
the speoial appeal. I~ is beoause of the strong imagination 
and love of story that myth, fable, and folk-lore have oome to 
have suoh an inoreasingly prominent plaoe in all the better 
readers. 
Whioh motives 
should be used'l 
Whioh motives should be used? No speoifio 
answer is possible. If we .return to our state-
ment of the three types of aotivity there would be general 
agreement that the ohild of beginning reading age is oharaoter-
ized by muoh aotivity of the first type, a large amount of the 
seoond type, some, but a oomparatively small amount, of the 
third type. In the seoond and third types of aotivity the oon-
soious ends are not remote, the satisfaotion and realization 
must follow hard on the heels of his purpose. All motivation 
must take into aooount the types of aotivity displayed in the 
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learner. They will' vary even in children of the same age. 
The teacher must acquaint herself with ,each child sufficiently 
to recognize tho'se of each type. His instinctive activity must 
be enlarged to activity for social ends somewhat delayed. His 
activity for conscious ends must find its goals farther re-
moved and enlarged to include more of activity and lea~ning in 
their realization. His means of realizing ends must become 
consciously selected to cause more of thinking. Any motivation 
which does this for the child keeps him developing and growing. 
Three errors in motivation are common. 'First, there is· 
too much dressing up of subject-matter to make it of immediat4 
interest. Activity of this type ends in itself and does not 
lead on to growth. Exciting and indulging an interest is not 
the same as realizing it through direction. Second, there is. 
too great emphasis of generic values as ends. Subject-matter so 
motivated lacks connection with situations of usefulness in 
life. Third, there is some insistence upon sheer effort of 
will as a motive force. ~he only effort that is valuable is 
found in overcoming obstacles in aotivity for ends and is not 
opposed to mediate interest. 
Reading should be motivated by appeal to speoifiovalues 
of subject-matter whenever these are strong enough to get the 
work done. But until the child is better understood and the 
curriculum better seleoted we shall find it neoessary when 
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specific need fails to fall back on generic values. Vlhen these 
are used.care. should be taken in selecting for appeal the high-
est and most permanent ones that will economically accomplish 
the task. 
Summary. Two kinds of symbols, word and sound, are to be mastered 
in learning to read. Three large interrelated problems confront 
the teacher, namely, the method to use, the maatery of phonics~ 
and the securing of interest in the work. The nature of reading, 
its function as a tool for getting mea:1ing. the histc.ry of the 
changes in method of teaching it, the way symbols naturally get 
meaning, the order of attack which provides strongest motivation, 
all point to a thought method rather than a mechanical method of 
teacYing to read.. A combination of sentence, word and phonic 
methods-is thought to give best results but With-meaning always 
in the :'orel-Srouncl. 'rhought and meaning are the life giving 
elewepts in the process of learning to read. Mastery of phonics is 
necessary to inclependence of the reader but should not be forced 
u~on the child. Sounds are taught when the child's growing desire 
for more independence in getting stories'causes him to feel the 
neel of a better means of getting words than that by asking others. 
The method of teaching ttem proceeds by easy steps: training the 
ear to hear sounds composing words; trail1ing the voice to make them; 
training the eye to recognize the symbols that stand for them. 
The alphabet should be taught incidentally and mastered by the end 
of the year. ~here is a close correlation between learning and 
the degree of whole-hearted intere8t. Activity is the basis of all 
learning. ~here is instinctive activity in which the m~ans and 
end are not separated; and activity in wYich there is conscious-
ness of delayed ends and goals, to realize Which subsidiary steps 
are necessary. tfotivation may take the form of interest, need, 
or problem and these are but phases of activity. When activity 
is for its o~n sake4 there is no problem of motivation; when 
subject-matter is not interesting~the problem of motivation is to 
get some activity going wtich as a whole includes the use of the 
subject-matter as a means to its end. Two kinds of values--
specific and generic--serve as ends to activity. Specific in-
trinsic values should be used whenever these are strong enough to 
accomplieh tLe purpose, but generic values will be resorted to 
when some work must be done and immediate interent and specific 
need fail. 
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C HAP T E R I I I. 
THE READER 
The elements of the educative process are (1) the child 
or learner, and (2) the things he should learn to do • . We may 
regard the learner as the sum total of his experiences, biases, 
sets and ways of doing things;and the things he should learn 
are better experiences, biases, sets and ways of dOing things. 
The teacher's work is to assist the child in getting control 
of the better ways of doing things. This view point~of teach-
ing makes a knowledge of the child's experiences fundamental 
since experience is assimilated. It is the purpose of this 
(1 ) 
chapte!lto see what some of the most important biases, tenden-
cies, powers, and experiences of the beginning reader are, (2) 
to summarize the psychology of reading, and (3) to discuss 
some implications for rendering assistance to the reader. 
I. The Beginning Reader. 
We need not expect to find entire unity of opinion as to 
the order and amount of development in children. There has 
not been unity of method in the study of the child nor unity 
of viewpoint from which to proceed. Some students ~ mental 
growth have laid emphasis upon inner growth and have minimized 
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outside influences. 
Froebe1 says, "This necessity implies that the young 
human being - as it were, still in the process of creation -
would seek, although still unconsciously, as a ' produot of 
nature, yet decidedly and surely, that which is in itself best; 
and, moreover, in a form wholly adapted to his oondition, as 
well as to his disposition, his powers, and means."l Others 
reverse the emphasis and look upon the environment, a big part 
of which is the teacher, as the chief faotor in mental develop-
ment. They have a different sort of child. "It has originally 
neither ideas, nor feelings, nor desires; it knows nothing of 
itself and nothing of other things; further with~n it lie no 
forms of intuition an~ thought, no laws of willing and acting; 
nor any sort of predisposition, however remote, to all these."2 
It would be hard to find two more diametrioally opposed ideas 
of children than those of Froebel and Harbart. Bnt recent 
writers are more nearly in agreement and we shall let some of 
them speak for us. 
The recapitu-
lation theory. 
Of reoent years a number of writers on eduoation 
have been influenced in their thinking ~y the 
theory that the race has developed from lower forms and that 
the human species from conoeption to birth reoapitulates in 
his physical growth the suocessive stages which oorrespond in 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Froebel, "The Eduoation of Man," p. 9. 
2. Adams, "Herbartian Psychology," P. 47. 
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many respects to the adult forms of different groups of animals. 
They believe that in like manner the mind repeats the mental 
condition,of the animal kingdom in the order of evolution. In 
like manner these writers continue this theory of mind develop-
ment to include the progress of the human race through succes-
sive stages of root and grub, hunting, pastoral, agricultural, 
and commercial existence. Thus each individual passes through 
the entire evolution of life from lower to higher development 
and in corresponding stages, but each stage of much shorter 
duration. Some idea of the extent to which its advocates push 
the theory may best be gained from their own statements: 
"The course of mental development is exaotly determined 
through the relation of ontogenesis (individual development) 
to phylogenesis (the development of the raoe). The development 
of the higher (purposive and rational) aotivities, is regulated 
in every respeot in aooord with the previously acquired instinots, 
and is primarily oonditioned by them. Xo influence that works 
in opposition to this development and to the law of inheritanoe 
of raoial traits in order oan ever reach a suitable adaptation, 
but only disturbs the natural course of development, and oreates 
abnormal misdirected endeavor.l 
"As in the physical world, so in the psychioal there is 
a natural order of growth. Sinoe it is the order of nature 
that the new organizm should pass through oertain developmental 
stages, it behooves us to study nature's plan and seek rather 
to aid than to thwart it. For nature must be right; there is 
no higher oriterion. There is, therefore, no study of more 
vital importance to the educationist than this of the natural 
development of organisms. The parallelism of phylogeny and on-
togeny enforces the argument in favor of natural development 
and the dootrine of katharsis or psyohioal vaooination as ap-
plied to the moral growth of the ohild. It fUrnishes a double 
----------------------------------------------~-------------
1. G. H. Sohneider, "Der Mensobllohe Wille," p. 489. 
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support to the view that education should be a process of or-
derly and gradual unfolding, without preoooity and without in-
terferenoe, from lower to ever higher stages; that foroing is 
unnatural and that the mental pabulum should be suited to the 
stage of development reaohed. So long as we keep the end in 
view and do not oause the ohild to linger in any of the stages 
we need not fear the disoipline that each stage is calculated 
,to give as a preparation for the next. For what Von Baer long 
ago said of animals is true also of the ohild: 'The type of 
eaoh animal appears to fix itself at the very beginning in the 
embryo and to dominate the whole development. ' 
"The period of animal recapitulation is short. In this 
work the attempt has not been made to deal with the reoapitula-
tion of human stages of development, but reasoning from the 
faot that the length of time taken to reoapitulate a period 
does not depend upon the duration of that period phylogenioally, 
but upon its reoenoy, we may oonolude that the reoapitu1ation 
of human stages of development is muoh longer than that of the 
longest animal stage, viz., the ape stage."l ' 
Guillet in this same artiole finds in the ohild tenden-
oies to self-defense, play, curiosity, imitation, communioation, 
suggestibility and rhythm. On the emotional side he finds de-
veloping early affeotion, sympathy, and love of the beautiful. 
He suggests for the currioulum myth, story, proverb, free play, 
marching, danoing, singing, drawing, .anual training, three R' s 
and nature study. 
We may say in conneotion with the reoapitulation 
Critioism. 
theory that little is known of the mental lives of 
lower animals and of primitive and prehistorio man by whioh to 
be guided in eduoation. The mental prooesses in both individual 
and raoe are too little known. Some stages seem wanting in 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Guillet. "Reoapitulation and Eduoation," Pede Sem., Vol. VII, 
PP. 427. 428. 
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some chi~dren and in some ohildren they seem to appear in a 
different order. The theory seems to fail when an attempt is 
made to find the stages in a group of children of various ages. 
or even of the same age, and to classify them accordingly. 
How much of mental development this theory accounts for, at 
what age it ceases to work, or to what extent the individual 
repeats the mental conditions of its various and remote ances-
tors are pOints which have never been definitely worked out. 
At present, at least, it can be helpful only in a very general 
way. 
Child 
study. 
tors. 
Another and perhaps a more satisfactory way to know the 
child is to study the child rather than his remote ances-
Much work has been done already with which every teacher 
should be familiar. Not enough has been done to enable the 
teacher to mark out a definite program of tendencies and powers 
for any particular age or stage, but a knowledge of what has 
been done will be helpful in understanding particular children 
and it will be of value in indicating that certain knowledge or 
certain ignorance, certain interests and certain desires are 
to be expected in certain classes. No abstract statement about 
children in general can ever take the place of an understanding 
at first hand of the particular child which the teacher in-
structs. 
The periods of 
development. 
development: 
The following tables of periods will show a 
rather general agre,ement as to the stages of 
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Thorndike: 1 
1. Infancy. birth to 1 * i 4. Transition. 12 ~ 1 to 14 
2. Babyhood. 1 ~ t to 5 :t.. 1 5. Early adolescence. 1410 1 
lB 
3. Childhood, 5 ~ 1 to 12 ± 1 6. Late adolescence. 1B :t ? 
Kirkpatrick: 2 
1. Presocia1 to 1 year of age. 
2. Imitative and sooializing stage, 1 to 3. 
3. Individualiz,ing stage. culminating at 6. 
4. Competitive socializing stage, ending at 12. 
5. Early adolescenoe, ending at lB. 
6. Late adolescence, ending at 24. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
, 3 Tanner: ' 
Babyhood up to the acquisition of speech, 
Early childhood. to second dentition. 
Later childhood, to advent of puberty. 
lt years. 
4. Adolescence, to the completion of bodily growth. 
25 
~ 1 
to 
:i:. ? 
to 
i:.? 
The ohi1d at the age of first year reading would oorrespond 
in the main to !rhorndike's third period, Kirkpatriok's third 
and early part of fourth, and to Tanner's second. !rhe teacher 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. Thorndike, "Notes on Child study," p. 13. 
2. Kirkpatriok, "The Individual in the Making," PP. 59, 60. 
3. Tanner, "The Ghild," p. 234. 
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not only is oonoerned with what the ohild is and has beoome 
but should know the suooeeding periods as well so that she 
may know in what direotion his development is moving. 
Tanner's 
idea. 
Tanner in summing up the interests of early ohildhood 
says: 
"In the little ohild, then, up to the age of seoond denti-
tion, the interests are to a large extent oonfined to his de-
light in the feeling of his own aotivities and of his inoreas-
ing oontrol of them. On the physioal side this appears in his 
enjoyment of plays that exeroise his senses, in his praotioe 
of all the movements that are a little diffioult for him, and 
in his use of rhythm and of nonsense rhymes. On the mental 
side, it appears in his love of imagining and inventing, in his 
oounting and measuring, and in his oeaseless questioning. The 
union of the two and also the growth of his sooial interests 
is marked above all by his love of imitation, the most ohar-
aoteristio interest of this p~riod. 
"In the early years the interests are immediate ones. 
The ohild enjoys aotion for its own sake without referenoe to 
any end • •• The movement or aotivity is what he enjoys. 
He does not oare for making some thing so muoh as he does for 
going through the movements of makIng. "1 
Kirkpatriok's 
statement. 
A somewhat different idea of the ohild at this 
age is presented by Kirkpatriok in his disous-
sion of the ohild at the period of oompetitive socialization, 
six to twelve years. 
"The plays of the child undergo considerable modifioa-
tion. Free play gives plaoe to a greater or less extent to 
the partially direoted activity of games and sports and the 
ohild's aotivities have muoh more of the charaoteristio of 
work, in that they are direoted toward definite ends, instead 
of being oarried on for mere pleasure of the aotivity itself. 
In general there is an inoreasing tendenoy to differentiate 
work from play and it is well at this time to . encourage this 
growing tendency without trying to hesten it too muoh. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Tanner, "The Child," p. 237. 
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"In this period, fourth period of development, the child 
is usually more in contact with children of his own age in 
school and on the street. He imitates them to a greater or 
less degree, but his personality is in continual competition 
with those who are at approximately the same stage of develop-
ment • •• He finds his place in social activities, learn-
ing how his activities affect others and theirs affect him ••• 
"During no period before this are there so few changes 
in the instinctive tendencies of the child, hence the tenden-
cies already present may be directed in any line desired and 
to almost any extent • • • 
"Competition becomes the dominant element in the child's 
play in all his activities • •• Competition early in this 
period is often for social ends, each child trying to secure 
notice and favors from parents, teachers and playmates ••• 
Imitation and rivalry are what make plays, games, and work 
interesting and in fact increase every instinctive tendency to 
such an extent that where children are in groups, any type of 
activity that is started is likely to arouse the impulse to 
imitate and compete to such an extent that individual interests, 
unless those of the leader, have little influence in determin-
ing what shall be done • • • 
"In the perceptions of words and letters, the child at 
first perceives them as wholes or notes some gne striking char-
acteristic. This is shown by the fact that children readily 
note the similarity between script and print and easily change 
from reading one to the other • • • 
"Abstract thinking has little p1acl') in their conscious-
ness, especially during the first part" of this stage. 
"With many children the power to learn and to recall at 
will remains very limited during this period. In many children 
in the first half of this period as well as in the preceding, 
the effort to learn anything seems to interfere with, rather 
than to help, the learning process and the individual learns 
,better incidentally than voluntarilY."l 
As Dewey 
sees him. 
Perhaps the best statement of the capacities and pre-
dispositions of children at the age of first year 
2 
reading bes been given by Dewey. In "The School and Society," 
----- -_ . ... .. . . _------------ ---------------------------------
1. Kirkpatrick, "The Individual in the Making, " pp. 166-204. 
2. Dewey, "The School and Society," PP. 59-GO. 
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he makes interest in conversation or communication, in inquiry 
or finding out things, in making things or construction, and 
in artistic expression basic for the elementary schools. 
Speaking of the child of six Dewey says: 
"Little children have their observations and thoughts 
mainly directed towards people: what they do, how they behave, 
what they are occupied with, and what comes of it. Their in-
terest is of a personal rather than of an objective or intel-
lectual sort. Its intellectual counterpart is the story form, 
not the task, consciously defined end, or problem • •• Their 
minds seek wholes, varied through episode, enlivened with ac-
tion and defined in salient features - there must be go, move-
ment, the sense of use and operation. •• AnalYSis of iso-
lated detail of form and structure neither appeals nor satis-
fies·"l 
Of the child of 7t to 8 years he says: 
"The child is taken up with direct and outgoing activity, 
on the basis of images and emotions that possess his mind. 
There is always physical, motor activity; and there is always 
a story, drama, image - a mental whole. But the two are not 
separate from each other. Acts ar.e not (to the child conscious-
~. I mean) means for realizing ideas; they are just their 
spontaneous overflow and exhibition. The child's thoughts are 
not something to be realized; they are not projected in the 
future as ends; they are the living meaning and value that 
saturates whatever he does. Hence, this is called the play 
period; the whole bent is toward acting out images, thus giv-
ing them vividness and a place in life • • • 
"But, of course, it is not supposed that conscious re-
lating of means and ends is wholly absent in this period, or 
that there is no need of anticipating the later development. 
On the contrary even with six-year-old children consciousness 
dawns, of a certain sort, of ends somewhat remote, and conse-
quently the child is interested in regulating his acts so as 
to reach the end."2 
From these statements it seems clear that the child ready 
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. Dewey, "The School and the Child," p. 63. 
2. Ibid, pp. 74, 75. 
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to begin first year reading has developed practically all the 
instincts so useful to education, namely: play, imitation, 
curiosity, constructiveness, language and even some forms of 
the social instinct. He can think in simple terms and work 
for ends if these arise within his own experience and are pre-
sent to him as desirable purposes or problems. His experiences 
in the home and environment have given from one thousand five 
hundred to four thousand words which he is able to use and many 
a 
others that he understands i~/more or less hazy way when heard. 
He has not only wide instinctive tendencies and powers but a 
large number of acquired ones. 
Experimen-
tal Study. 
2. The Psychology of Reading. 
In recent years the reader haG been studied experi-
mentally in relation to the work of readin~. Some 
results of the studies are directly important to the teacher 
of primary reading; some have only indirect significance. ~e 
the 
attempt to summarize some Of/most important conclusions of the 
studies:-
On the Work 
of the Eye. 
~he eye fol~ows a line by a succession of quick, 
short jerks or movem~nts from near its beginning 
to near its end and returns in one quick, usually unbroken, 
sweep to the be~inning of the following line. l Difficulty is 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Huey. "Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," p. 27. 
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experienced in finding and focusing the new line if the lines 
are long. From four to eight pauses are made by the eye in 
each line. These occur with somewhat regular periodicity in 
the lines. It is at these pauses that seeing takes place and 
one to five 
the amount visualized varies fro.st.ixti-fca words at each fixa-
tion. The movements consume a relatively small part of the 
time used in reading a line and the rate is fairly uniform 
whether in slow or rapid reading. The pauses consume about 
92 or 96 per cent of the time of reading a line and the seeing 
takes place in them.l The length of the pause and the number 
made are variable but length is more variable than nUmber. 
Percep- How do we perceive what is read and what are the means 
tion. 
used? It was commonly supposed that words were peroeived 
through recognition of letters one after another. Experiments 
in this field do not seem to be in entire agreement but the 
evidence is strong that we perceive as word wholes, phrase 
wholes, and sentence wholes. 
The perception takes place by various cues that may act 
successively or Simultaneously during the reading pause. The 
2 
important cues seem to be : (1) the total outline or form of 
the word, phrase, or sentence; (2) sequence. association, mean-
ing, and context; (3) letters, letter groups, and parts of 
words; (4) sounds of letters and letter groups. 
Total form of Experimentation reveals the faot that, when familiar, 
word, phrase, 
and sentence. meaningful material is exposed momentarily. as 
3 
many as twenty to thirty letters made up the material grasped; a _______________________________________________ _ 
1. Dearborn, "The Psychol0fD' of :;eading," Columbia -Univ:-co;;t~ibs. 
u t 0 P~~hlOSpOPhY 1.. alnd Psycholop:y, Vol. XIV, No. I, p. 42 ff. 
2. r:uey, ... e SYCLO ogy find Pedagoey of Readi n~ " Chapt. IV V VI I 
3. Ibid, p. 71. I..'" • 
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but, when the letters and words are taken out of connection, 
only three or four letters and two words are grasped at a fixa-
I tion period. The conclusion is that recognition takes place 
in large units; that it is possible for the total form of a 
word, ' phrase or sentence to touch otf perception in reading. 
2 
The evidence of this is: (1) single words are recognized as 
quickly as single letters; (2) the time for naming a ' word is 
less that the time for naming a letter; (3) words are recognized 
at a distance from the point of fixation so great as not to per-
mit of letters being perceived as oomponent parts of them; 
(4) a word is perceivable and 1s made out when oomposed ot 
such small letters that they can not be made out; (5) the more 
characteristio the form of words the more readily they are 
perceived; (6) words can be perceived at greater distanoes than 
single letters; (7) the outline form of words or objects are 
often sufficient to bring recognition. The rela.tion of total 
form, as a clue to perception, to rapid -reading is evident, but 
not all perception is brought about in this way and other olues 
are closely oonneoted with this one. 
Sequence, assooia-
tion-,: meaning, 
and context. 
We do not analyze the whole ' into its parts 
and recognize each part singly. The total 
form is the main thing. When letters form a word, the word oan 
be named in less time than a letter. ,When words are in senten-
oes they are recognized much more rapidly than when isolated. 
3 
The grammatioal and the logical sequence of the language aid 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1. Cattell, Brain, Vol. ,VIII, p. 304 ff. 
2. Erdma~ and Dodge, c1 ted 'Oy Huey, "The -Psychology and Pedagogy 
of Reading," pp. 73-74. ' 
3. Huey, "The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," pp. 72,73,142. 
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by favoring a helpful expeotanoy of whnt is to follow. Con-
text gives a sot whioh tends to supply muoh whioh the sense of 
sight would have to supply without it, and fewer oues seem to 
be needed to touoh off peroeption. ~ben meaning is wanting 
and words are unfamiliar, peroeption depends more upon letters 
than context and smsller units are peroeived at a fixation. In 
the peroeption of sentenoes and phrases ,cu e either grasps them 
aa wholes or else fow of either letters or words are known 
after an exposure. Unoertainty results unless meaning inheres. 
Letters ,letter 
groups, and 
parts of words. 
Letters are not of equal value as oues to per-
l 
ception. Certain ones are more potent than 
others and are oalled "determining or dominant" letters. Some 
parts of letters are ~ore potent than other parts and are oalled 
dominant parts. The first .letter of a word and those letters 
whioh extend above the line are very tmportnnt in starting the 
process of peroeption, because in breaking the monotony of the 
word form to the eye, thoy give the parts or the whole word 
charaoteristios which guide to recognition of a total form. 
Some groups of letters or syllsbles common to groups of words 
are strong oues. The first part of a word is mora important 
than the last part. 
Sounds of letters 
und letter groups. 
The auditory minded may espeoially profit 
by oues given by the sound of the initial 
letter and groups of letters oommon to many words. 
The conolusion we draw 1s thnt peroeption takes plaoo in 
1. Zeit ler and l~essmer, cit cd b;r Eue;y . "~he Pc;vcf:olo,;:r;/ and l'eda ,~ogy 
of ~e ,)d j n~," np. 8~-95, and Dearborn, "~the PSYC}'l O lo ."Y of !~Co. :1i n?, " 
Columbi v Univ. Con t ribs. to Pbiloso:ph;,' ilnd Pu;;cLolof"';:, Vo1.XLV, 
:Io. 1. 
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word wholes, phrase wholes, and sentence wholes. The cues are 
of several kinds and perception is a result of the coexcita-
tions of various kinds. 
3. The Work of the Reader and Suggestions for Assisting Him. 
What bearing has the knowledge of the child on the work 
of learning to read? The reader must do three things, viz: 
(1) master the symbols in which the author casts his thought, 
(2) get the meaning, and (3) express it by means of the voice 
and body to an audience. The" problem in this seotion is to note 
the nature of the work and offer some suggestions in assisting 
him. 
(1) Mastering 
the Symbols. 
The uee of symbols to get meaning from the printed 
page involves, (1) the making habitual a complex 
set of eye movements, and" (2) the quick recognition and percep-
tion of words, phrases, and sentences. The eye movements must 
beoome so automatio that no consciousness is needed to direct 
them; the written words must become so familiar that attention 
is freed to carryon thought. 
Habi tua tiilg 
the eye. 
The movement of the eye in reading has a1ready been 
described. It is unusually diffiou1t and fatiguing. 
The eye is not accustomed to making short, quick rhythmic move-
mente such as is required in reading. It is not natural for it 
to follow a horizontal straight line in its work. The new task 
is so difficult that the eye wants to call in the finger to aid 
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in following the line and in finding the beginning of the next 
one. But it is not the movement alone that is taxing. The eye 
has no rest at the pauses or fixations. The muscles must hold 
it rigidly focused on the symbols. Seeing must take plaoe "and 
recognition of words follow in a flash. 
The habits most necessary to form are those of long, rhyth-
mio movements, short, wide seeing fixations, quiok, wide reoogni-
tions and peroeptions. Rate of reading depends upon them. Since 
the rate of eye movement is praotioally uniform the possibility 
of increasing the speed of reading is in the main one of inoreas-
ing the attention span in the pause so as to take in the widest 
range of words possible and of shortening the average length of 
the pauses. 
Sugges-
tions. 
The following suggestions are offered to aid in shorten-
ing the eye pauses:-
(1) The ohild should be keenly interested. Here, perhaps, 
the most important factor is the material. 
(2) Use easy, familiar material. "Difficult material in-
troduces too many fixations. It narrows the span of attention 
and the field of vision in seeking olues to the strange word. 
(3) Use meaningful material • . Twice as many words oan be 
grasped at a fixation when given in conneoted sequenoe as when 
given in isolation. 
(4) Build up the oral speech vocabular7 •• 
(5) Have less oral reading and more silent reading • . The 
best adult silent readers read twioe as fast silently as orally, 
but they also read orally twioe as fast as the slow silent read-
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ers. Rapid silent readers are rapid oral readers. Too much 
oral reading fixes' habit of lip movement. 
(6) Get rid of lip movement. In the first year much can 
be done to prevent the habit from becoming deep-rooted • . 
(7) Let children give main thoughts after reading silently. 
(8) Set a question which requires the reading of part or 
all of a selection in order to get the answer. See how quickly 
the answer can be found. 
Habituat- Good reading requires that perception be as instan-
ing the per-
ception of taneous as possible and in as large units a8 possible. 
words. 
Perceiving in large units has two advantages. It 
favors speed and is leSS straining on .theeyes and mind. If 
word, phrase, and sentence form can be made the cue, then the re-
cognition is more instantaneous. To the extent that the cues 
are parts of the word it must take longer beaause of the suces-
sive action of cues in tipping off the perception. Experiments 
show that t~ere are the two types of readers, those for whom 
the total form of word, phrase, or sentence acts as cue to per-
ception, and those who perceive by rne~ns of dominant parts. 
There is, however, no indfcation as to the extent that large 
units can become the method o£ perception at all. 
Sugges-
tions. 
We offer the folJ.owing suggestions for ' lIuiok word percep-
tion:-
(1) In visualizing new words emphasize the first part of 
the word more than the last part. It is a more potent oue. 
(2) Drill should be given upon phrase and sentence recogni-
tion rather than upon word perception by means of sound and let-
ter analysis. 
-----------------------------~~-~---------------------~---------
1 • .!:1uey, "Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," pp. 174, 175. 
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(3} Use of easy supplementary readers for sight reading. 
(4) Phonics, spelling, syllabication, and other devices 
for word recognition are valuable i [1 porportion as the words so 
drilled upon function in meaning more reflexly in the regular 
reading exercise. 2he symbols are tools for thought getting. 
They seem often to be made tools to aid pronunciation rather 
than to get meaning. These devices have most value. perhaps to 
objective types of readers whose perception is by means of 
dominant parts, instead of total form. 
(5) All drills on words and phrases as such should be 
separated from the regular reading lesson. 
(6) Use frequwnt silent drills. 
(7) Make drills short and snappy. There is not much 
gained in a drill in which attention is not coneentrated, and 
often ~ome harm. The attitude of the drill period may go over > 
into the regular reading. Interest is an essential feature. 
Many primers prQvide f~ pepetition but kill interest by the 
monotony and senselessness of the material. One reader for the 
sake of repetition repeats the same word fourteen ti r.. es on the 
same page and in the same position on the page. ?he eame lack 
of value in material is seen in phonic repetition& 
"Oan Fannie fan Dan? 
Fannie can fan Dan." 
"The bat hit the cat on the mat." 
C8} Phonics should be graded, and not taught too early in 
the reading process. 
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(9) The formation of good habits of eye movement and 
quick perception is conditioned by hygienio requirements of the 
child and the printing. 
Ca) The ohild should be kept in good physioal oondi-
tiona The ability to attend and the happiness of the child in 
his work are faotors in learning and are affected by his physic-
al condi tiona 
(b) Fatigue of eye and mind. The work of reading is 
full of dangers to the beginning reader, and care should be 
taken to stop short of the point of fatigue. 
Cc) The size of the type and its width are important 
factors. "For the first year the size of the type should be at 
least 2.6 , mm., and the width of the leading 4.5 ' mm.nl 
2 Cd) Short lines are more economical in eye pauses. A 
line length of 90 mm. is considered the maximum desirable length. 
One of 75 to 85 Mm. is preferred. Experiments show a power of 
greater visual grasp when lines are short. 
3 
Lines of uniform length favor rhythm of eye movement. Of 
the primers and first readers examined, more than half of them 
had some very short , broken lines most of them formed by the in-
sertion of pictures into the body of reading matter. A few had 
lines of more than the maximum requirement in length. 
(e) White unglazed paper should be used 1n the pri-
mers. About twenty-five per cent of the books examined for use 
by first yoar readers were faulty in one or more ,respects. 
--------------------------------------------------------------
1. Shaw, "School Hygiene," p. 177. 
2 . Dearborn, Colur.lbin Univ. Contra to Phil. and PSYC}l ., 'V-ol.XIV,No.l. 
3. Ibid. 
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Either the contrast between the ink and the paper was not strong 
enough, or the paper was so thin that the print showed through, 
or the paper was glossy giving a glare of light that would be 
harmful to the eyes. 
(2) Getting 
thought. 
The chief work of the reader, and the purpose for 
which he masters symbols, is to get the thought of 
the author. The reader IS experience is l,imited, and the sym-
boIs which the author puts on the page are but empty cups. The 
author furnishes the symbols, but before any thirst is quenched 
the reader must be able to dip the cups into the, sparkling 
waters of his own experience and slake his thirst 'for meaning 
and action. . "Meanings in reading are mainly feeling reactions 
and motor attitudes attaching most intimately to or fused with 
inner utterance of the words and especially of the sentences 
that are read."l ,Coupled with this inner speech is a second 
factor in thought getting, the visual form of words, phrases, 
and sentences. "The visual forms may often act as cues to 
touch off this total me~ning immediately, this total meaning 
then guiding the succeeding utterance o·f the sentence •. which 
is partly an expression of the total meaning thus previously 
suggested and felt, and is partly also a means of bringing this 
meaning to full consciousness in its various aspeots."2 Through 
------------------~----------------------------------- ---------
1. Ra.ey, "The Psychology and Pedagogy-of Reading," p. 167. 
2. Ibid, p. 169. 
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the language instinct the child, before entering school. has 
acquired much that constitutes part of thought getting in read-
ing, a · feeling of sentenc~ structure., of inference and expecta-
tion as to what is to follow. These make it po·ssible for the 
eye to leap over many words . or to comprehend them in groups 
forming phrases and sentences. · Meaning then outruns ability to 
express, and if lip and vocal movements can be 'inhibitedor 
slurred over the reader can get thought more rapidly. It is 
not expected that the beginning reader can beoome a rapid silent 
reader at once. Bnt because of the ultimate importance of 
silent rending in life and its immediate importance in .ora1 
reading it is essential that it be . kept in mind from the first 
so that correct habits be formed. This work of thought getting 
will be discussed from the pOint of view of (1) the author who 
writes for the beginning reader and of (2) the teaoher who 
assists the pupil in learning to get thought from the printed 
page. 
Suggestions 
for the author. 
The young reader places four oonditions upon 
those who would write his books for him. 
First. rhe material must be good literature. We mean by 
good literature (1) that it shall be so satisfactory to the 
ohild that it wi1~ stimulate a greater desire to read; (2) that 
it shall lend itself to the formation of good habits in reading 
and to good taste in choice; (3) that it must be mater!al of 
some intrinsio value or make some direot appeal ·to the emotions 
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he possesses. This is a strong requirement but not out of har-
mony with the criterion set up in chapter one. 
Second. The content of the material shall be varied. 
The study of the child revealed a wide range of inherited ten-
dencies and desires that has kept him in constant contact with 
home surroundings and from these he ha~ acquired other inter-
ests • . His wide range of interests calls for a varied content 
in his reading material. Nursery rhymes appeal to his love of 
rhythm. They lend themselves to play and dramatization. They 
fill a need in his life and make a desirable content. Myth, 
folk tale and legend meet the requirements of recapitulation, 
and time has pruned away about all that is unsuitable • . Fatry 
tales feed fat 'the fancy of the child. Cumulative tales with 
their round of rhythm, their constant meaningful repetition of 
words, and with humorous and human elements make their appeal 
to him. His games and the events of the day whioh have excited 
his enthusiasms often provide material more valuable than 
that found in books. The child is more than play and fancy and 
at this age is passing into another stage, whioh demands truth 
and reality. To satisfy this tendency there is a wealth of 
true stories from history. biography. nature. and travel. The 
list will still be inoomplete' when we add dramatio stories, 
whioh so delight ohildren; ,Bible stories. which contain splendid 
narratives free from moralization; and direotions for indus-
trial work in which they delight. 
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Third. The illus~rations should correspond to the story 
and aid the reader in interpreting it. There is no experimen-
tal evidence to show the relative value of the outline or the 
detailed or the artistic picture and nothing to show the value 
added by color. But the color. gives the child enjoyment and 
fine paintings give him appreciation of art; however, these 
things are of secondary importance in reading where the picture 
should function to aldthe child to assimilate th~- writerts 
thought. The primary child requires more aid from the picture 
than the more adult reader. Our examination of primers and read-
ers showed much lack of correspondence between picture and story. 
Often the picture suggested activity, life, and movement when 
,he reading expressed no activity and was only a loose collection 
of sentences none of which were aptly illustrated by the picture. 
Only a few primers used outline pictures, or attempted to teach 
words or sentences by their aid. 
Fourth. The tonics shosen and the language used should 
be adapted in style and t~ought to the experience of the reader. 
It is the principle of apperception that is involyed here, and 
no principle is more widely aocepted than that a new experience 
is understood through the reorganization of old experiences. 
On this point Bagley says: "(1) In the beginning experiences are 
assimilated with reference to primitive needs of the organism, 
such needs being represented by the instincts. (2) As develop-
ment continues, the primitive needs come. to be overshadowed 
by acquired needs; these are represented by outgrowths of in-
stinct due to the modifying operation of experience; thus ex-
periences may be said to grow upon themselves--once grafted 
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upon instinots, they assimilate one another. (3) With oontinued 
development, fairly oonstant systems of experienoe oome to be 
organized to whioh experienoes are referred. (4) Assimilation 
with referenoe to a primitive instinot is an apperoeption of 
low degree; assimilation with reference to an aoquired need is 
an apperoeption of higher degree - the higher, the more remote 
is the need from primitive instinot.nl 
Those who furnish material for ohildren to read have a 
muoh wider experience than those for whom they write. The 
examination of books oonvinces one tha~toPios are not such as 
the normal ohild talks about nor the language such as he uses. 
There is discovered also an obvious attempt on the part of 
writers of primers to make books of suoh general content that 
they will sell everywhere. But the experienoes of the ohild 
of oountry and atty, of mountain and valley are not the same. 
This is especially true of primary children whose range of in-
terests and aocumulation of knowledge has not yet been widened 
by reading or travel. The child oan only be gradually taken 
out of his present world into a world of wider interests. 
Suggestions 
for the 
teaoher. 
The teacher comes into direct oontaot with the child. 
The author who writes ~or first grade children thinks 
only of such children in general or of the few he knew well. 
The teacher's knowledge of her partioular group makes it pos-
sible for her to select material more olosely in acoord with 
the interests and experiences of those oomposing it. And these 
same interests and experiences oondition her work at every point. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
fl1e 
1. Ba.gley,_~ducative Prooess," p. 95. 
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The motive appealed to, the method used, an~ the results accom-
plished depend upon them. The previous discussions of subject-
matter, method. and motive and those which are to follow on 
expression and audience are attempts to square prooedure in 
first year reading with the abilities and experiences of the 
child. It is not necessary, therefore. to offer suggestions at 
this place but for the sake of emphasis a few follow. 
1. Lessons whioh the ' teacher arranges from interesting 
personal experiences of the'ohildren are often superior to 
those take~ from primers. 
2. Begin work with silent reading (thought getting) les-
sons; they require less of the ohild and make a good prepara-
tion for oral reading. 
3. Skill in thought getting (silent reading) is not se-
oured through oral reading. It is influenoed by silent reading. 
Experiments show that rapid silent readers not only read more 
but remember more than slow ones: The suggestions made for 
shortening the eye pauses and widening the .visual grasp. p. 82 
have meaning in this oonneotion. 
4. There are thre~ tests for accurac1 of thOught getting: 
first, ability to use the thought in carrying out activity; 
second. ability to tell in one's own language the thought ob-
tained; third. the ability to read orally so 8S to oonvey the 
meaning to others. 
5. The principle of apperoeption suggests the great im-
portance of the material used in reading. 
------------------------.------------------------------------
1. ~uantz. Psychological Review. Vol. II, pp. 28. 38. 
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6. Be sure that children are interested in the thought. 
The interest is quickened by the judicious use of questions 
which connect it up with the child's experiences; by the use 
of blackboard sketches, pictures, and dramatizations to make 
the situation real; by the use of material related to other 
work. 
(3) Expres-
sion. 
The work of the reader in expression is to get con-
trol of the voice and body in making others under-
stand what is read. Oral reading is a very oomplex activity. 
It includes seeing ahead, interpreting meaning, and expressing 
it. It is Just because this is so diffioult that some have ad-
vooated postponing all reading to a later grade, and others 
have advised having only silent reading in the early grades. 
I 
But it seems that both oral and silent reading are activities 
in Which the child, if opportunity and encouragement are given, 
would normally engage in the ~irst sohoo1 year. Onoe he is 
able to get a story from the printed page, he soon wants to 
share it with others; and because his own language 1s 1nade-
quate he will want to use ·the words of the author. Bor is he 
totally unprepared, for as we have already noted thought getting 
is so intimately tied up with inner utterance and lip movem~nt 
as to seem a 'part of it. And a faot o~ perhaps greater impor-
tance is, that "With the utterance in whioh meanings mainly in-
here, we must include the movement.s o.f emphasis, of inflection, 
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of gesture, and of expression generally. "1 Expression in read-
ing is a topic of sufficient importance to deserve treatment in 
a separate chapter, but since it is not the purpose of this 
thesis to consider it so fully, there follow a few suggestions 
for making thought getting guide in expression; 
1. The material is important. It must be easy of inter-
pretation and. assimilation and appeal strongly to the emotion 
of the child. Not all material that cnnbe understood is gOOd 
for oral reading. Good material appeals to the child's desire 
to converse, to dramatize, to tell in story or describe. Some 
lessons in primers and first readers should be used, if at all, 
for silent reading. They are lacking the emotional element 
wh~ch is so important to the child. The literature that con-
tains movement, life, and play of imagination appeals to the 
reader and to the audience. 
2. Thought and emotion guide in expression. In this oon-
neotion we see the value of silent reading as a preparation for 
oral reading. Good oral reading is possible when the eye be-
comes so habituated to the symbols that it can see ahead and 
enable interpretation in advance of the expression. Oral read-
ing is best aooomplished in the first grade only after .symbols 
and meaning have beoome familiar through silent reading. Let 
the reader read the ·selection Silently, find' where he does not 
-------------~-------~----------------------------------------
1. Hney, "The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading," P. 167. 
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understand and what words are blocking his understanding. The 
teacher can and should remove. these difficulties before the 
child tries to read orally. The praotice o~ having the reader 
look through the sentence and look up at the class when expresS-
ing the meaning is commended. It is desirable that the reader 
fODm the habit of being ~willing· to read orally until he under-
stands and has some thought . to convey. Thought and emotion 
impel vocal expression. They manifest themselves in emphasis, 
cadenoe, melody, and harmony,and by varieties of force and 
pitch by all of which the thought is marked and the emotion 
shown. Inability to think the thought and feel the. emotion 1s 
easily detected in the insincerity of the expression. Clear 
and accurate imagery helps t~e child to understand emotionally. 
These may be secured by (1) conversations about the pictures 
in the primer where these are int~tely related to the reading 
matter, and by conversations in whioh the children picture what 
they have read, (2) sketohes drawn on the blackboard by the 
teacher, or pictures · drawn by the pupils illustrating passages 
in the reading, (3) fairy stories and stories of adventure, and 
(4) dramatization. 
3. Imitation, 1f properly used and not overworked, is a 
useful tool to secure good expr,ession. It is a deeply-rooted 
instinot and forms one of the strongest tendenoies of ohildhood. 
It is of great eduoational worth. A large part of the child's 
adaptations and interpretations have been obtained by imitation. 
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Language so olosely related to reading has been aoquired by it. 
The teaoher will oontinue to find it a useful aid in adapting 
the speech organs to their work of pronouncing new words and 
expressing new shades of meaning and feeling. We have empha-
Sized the value of thought in guiding expression. Imitation is 
one of the teaoher's best tools in getting a oorrect interpre-
tation. In interpreting the thought of the. page, nothing helps 
the child more. than dramatization where the child tries on in 
imitation the acts and words he is going to read. It is a good 
servant in preparing for oral reading. The ohild should hear 
good reading at home and in school, for whether we desire it 
or not, at first he is going to imitate the expression of those 
he hears. The teacher should see that he has good models. It 
it essential to make meaning the guide, for we do not want to • 
make the child a parrot repeating things with fine expression 
but with no meaning. The use o~ dramatization in the oral 
reading lesson must be guarded. The teacher should be reason-
ably sure that her thought and the pupil's are the same, that 
the pupil's difficulty is that of getting control of the vocal 
organs to give the feeling and meaning which he has, that the 
skill required is not beyond his ability, and that she herself 
sets a good model. 
4. The teacher who desires to secure good expr~ssion ~lst 
not ignore the social conditions under which oral reading natur-
ally takes place. These will receive careful consideration in 
Chapter V. 
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5. Class criticism as often conducted is not only not 
helpful, but positively detrimental to both reader and class. 
It is destructive in ·type and runs to competition in fault-
finding in connection with pronunciation, pauses, inflection, 
and position. It sets up wrong ai~s on the part of the reader 
in his e£fort to escape criticism, disturbs thought getting and 
giving, makes the sensitive child self-conscious, and renders 
reading distasteful. The efforts of the members of the class 
, 
to try to outdo each other at faultfinding lead to the manufac-
ture of errors and to harmful moral consequenoes.- Moreover, 
suoh oritioism, even when just.is not helpful, since it fUr-
nishes no criterion to help the reader to know what to do in 
the next situation. The kind of oriticism that is permissible 
must be sympathetic. helpful. and constructive. Every sentence 
has a central idea; when, by proper preparation for oral read-
ing, the child is brought to appreoiate it, the emphasis usually · 
follows. Inflection is a matter of thinking rather than of 
punctuation. If the thought demands it, pauses must be made 
whether a comma is required by grammatical oonstruotion or not. 
In work for expression, barring defects of speech and error 
fixed by imitating poor models, the teacher will do well to re-
member that the ohild's language instinct has been building up 
inflection, emphasis, quality, cadence, the forms the teacher 
now wishes the child to use, and that, ordinarily, when meaning 
is olear and emotionally tinged, good expression will follow 
naturally and correotly. 
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Summary. (I) The first year reader 1s a bundle of native 
and acquired tendencies toward activity. By nature he revels in 
play and rhythm, seeks companionship and imitates, constructs 
and converses, acquires and inquires, emulates and imagines. He 
has learned to persist in ends and purposes wr.en these are immediate 
and closely related to his instinctive desir~s. He has acquired 
a large vocabulary of words and will readily engage in the 
reading experience if given encouragement ttrough the satisfaction 
and enjoyment of material selected in line with these powers, 
tendencies, and needs. 
(2) Experimental psychology has sr.own that the eye in 
reading moves along the line in short, quick movements and 
fixations and back in one long sweep. Reading takes place in 'the 
pauses.! and recognition of words comes through varioti.s cues such 
as total form of word, phrase and sentence, sequence, association, 
meaning, contex, letters, letter groups and tteir sounds. 
Perception should take place in as large groups as possible 
because it makes for speed and is less fatiguing to the eye. 
(3) The work of the reader is to master the symbols, 
interpret the meaning, and convey it to others. Mastery of 
symbols requires that tt.e eye be habi tuat ed to:-cornplex set of 
movements; that there shall be quick recognition and perception 
of words, phrases and sentences; that the material of the 
reading lessons shall be interesting, easy, familiar and 
meaningful; : that the word and phonic drills be separated from 
the reading lesson and be frequent, short, and lively; that the 
text meet the hygienic requirements of the reader. Thought 
getting requires that the material be carefully selected with 
the reader's experiences, pewers and interests in mind; that the 
symbols be thoroughly mastered freeing the mind to think the thought 
and enjoy the pictures; that lip movement and inner speech be 
inhibited in order not to interfere with speed. Good ex-
pre2sion is dependent upon thought and emotion to guide in 
expression. ~he material must be felt to be worth while to the 
reader and to the audience, and must make an appeal to the 
cr.ild's desire to converse, to dramttize. to tell in story or 
to describe. 
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C HAP T. E R I V. 
E X PRE S S lOB. 
The funotion of a ohapter dealing with 
expression would be to oonsider the use of 
the voioe and body aa the meohanism for set-
tiDg up habits of olear enunoiation, oorreot 
artioulation, proper pronunoiation, agreeable 
tones and right breathing. It is not, however, 
the purpose of this dissertation to oonsider 
expression further than is done in Chapters 
III and V~. In the former the dependenoe of 
expression upon thought is disoussed, in the 
latter the aid given by an audienoe is oonsi-
dered. 
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THE A U DIE NC E. 
~­) 
In th~ reading process, a very important factor and one 
that is perhaps most neglected in public school work is the 
audience. ~ndeed, in oral reading the audienoe is of prime 
importance because it provides the incentive that leads a child 
to think of all those things necessary to make reading moat 
effective; namely, the kind of material seleoted; the mastery 
of symbols; the best expression; and the effeot on the audi-
enoe. In silent reading, too. the thought -of the possible 
audienoe to whioh he may read his individual or olass assign-
ment. or the vision of those persons to whom he may want to 
tell the experienoe gained from the written or printed page, 
inspires the reader to greater effort. This oauses him to be 
more careful in his silent reading to get the full experience 
of the author. and this oare if persevered in will lead to the 
habit of testing self to see if the entire thought has been 
gained; a habit that is valuable both in intensive ~n4 exten-
sive reading. Suoh a habit is helpful. too. in oral reading, 
for wit~ the mastery of the symbols and of the thought. the 
reader may give more attention to the use of his vooal organs 
in giving good expression to the experienoe of the author. 
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Again, if the reader ia sure that he has mastered the symbols, 
and is confident that he haa built up within himself the ex-
perienoe of the writer, heoan watoh more olosely the effeot 
of his reading upon his hearers. 
In view of these aids both in silent and oral reading, 
it is needful that we look more closely into this faotor. : We 
shall, therefore, disouss the audienoe under the following 
heads: (l}the charaoteristios of an audienoe suitable for be-
ginning readers; (2) the value of a suitable audienoe; (3) hQW 
to seoure a suitable audienoe. 
The oharaoteris-
tios of a suit-
able audienoe. 
In past years, little attention seems to have 
been given to the kind of audienoe most 
helpful to the young readers; not a surprising faot when we 
oonsider that ohild study ia of oomparatively reoent date. In 
the early sohools ~he "teaoher was regarded as the main audienoe, 
being both judge and jury, and from suoh oourt there was no 
appeal. The rest of the olass meant little to the reader, save 
as here and there a teaoher appointed them as spies to watoh 
for mispronounoed or omitted words. Something in the way of 
oarefulness on the part of the reader may have been gained by 
suoh methods as are suggested above, but spontaneity on the part 
of both reader and audienoe must have been orushed out; and, 
moreover, the attention was fooused on the utteranoe of the 
words rather than on the expression of the thought. \Vhat then 
are the ' ohars'oteristios of an audienoe sui table for first grade 
readers? 
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In the first place, we say that the audience and reader 
should have similar interests. This means that ordinarily 
there will be little difference in ages, or perhaps we would 
better say that both audience and reader will belong to the 
same period of childhood. Psychologists and students of child 
study have in a general way shown us what,instinots and inter-
ests are most,active at ditferent ages and so have been able to 
classify ohlld life into main periods. The recapitulation 
theory has been suggestive, at least, and has been applied to 
the selection of material for different grades of reading. 
That this theory affects the selection ot an audienoe as well 
has not been so clearly recognized. But if we are to provide 
the best type of audience we must keep this in mind, and see 
that our audience has the same or similar interests with the 
reader. Children who are intereste~ in myths, in repetit!on 
stories, in action games, in household pets, in toys, etc., 
will most naturally respond to the beginning reader. 
In the second plaoe, the audienoe must be able to appre-
ciate and interpret the material presented. This means not 
only that the audience should be of about the same mental 
ability as the reader, but that there should have been a simi-
larityof experience. The interests of a child living in a 
m~ning district are in the main the same as those of a child 
living in the country, 1et their experiences are different, 
because the material presented to satlsf,y the interests ot each 
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has been different. Each because of his envi,ronment, has a 
different vocabulary and, therefore, will interpret new material 
in the light of his previous knowledge, and neoessari1y the in-
terpretations will be somewhat different. Symbols must mean the 
same to both reader and audience if the audience is to appre-
ciate fully the words of the reader. 
Again, in oral reading, the symbols must be not only 
understood by the audience, but be readily interpreted by them, 
for the oral reading is like the hurrying stream. There is no 
time to halt or stop to study out symbols; the thought goes on, 
and unless the audience can at least paddle fast enough to keep 
up with the reader, they can not get the thought. 
In the third place, the audience either should be wholly 
ignorant of the material presented, or know less about it than 
1 the reader. It is at this point, we believe, that teachers have 
sinned most. Frequently, when the parent or teacher is audi-
ence this oharacteristic is v~olated; or, if not violated in 
" reality, the child believes his audience to know already what 
he is asked to read, and responds accordingly. When the class 
is audience, and the material presented is what eaoh ohild al-
ready knows or can read for himself from his text, if some other 
interest is paramount in his mind at the time, the usual reader 
will not attract him muoh, and inattention to the work at hand 
results. Children do enjoy a certain amount of repetition; 
they do enjoy having some stories ' told and retold., but if 
--------------------------------------------------------------
1. Charters, "Teac1 ing the Common Branches," p ,. 51. Houghton 
Vlffl1n Co., 1913. 
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interest Is to be sustaIned from lesson to lesson, there must 
be a new note occasIonally, somethIng they can get for them-
selves with lIttle effort. They are eager to learn to read; 
they will endure much perhaps, but enthusiasm and interest 
must be sustained. This can not be done if the audience 
be as wise as · the reader, and if we insist on such reading, 
are we not teac}-ing the first lessons in boredom? 
The value of We have in discussing the characteristics of a 
a suitable 
a.udience. suitable audience necessarily touched somewhat on 
the value of such a factor. We have tried to confine this 
mostly to the valu~ of the audien~e its~lf. We. wish now to 
. • . 'i 
look at it from the standpoint of the rea.der, admitting that 
they are mutually helpful. A good reader must help his 
audience; a good audience is of great value to the reader. 
To the latter phase we turn, assuming that the audience con-
forms to the requirements stated above. Such an audience will 
in several ways provide a motive for the reader. 
Value of the In the first. place , it will furnish a natural and 
audience in 
providing a rational environment for the reader. It is un-
motive for 
the reader. natural in real life for anyone to read to another 
who knows already what is to be read; it is unnatural, too, to 
read to others who have before them the same material, or wto 
are watching for any and all kinds of errors. To require this 
is to make reading a compulsion when the motive should be a 
desire. The first year reader, it is true, does not feel these 
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unnatural conditions so fully as do older children, for he is 
engrossed with the novelty of learning to read; he is less self-
conscious and less socialized. But he is affected somewhat by 
his audience andi we want h&m to grow to appreciate his relation 
to those to whom he reads. The rational setting for a reader is 
to have an audience of like interests, wholly or partially 
ignorant of the material to be read. Then he may read either to 
entertain or to inform; to convince or refute; but , unless we 
provide natural surroundings for our beginning reader, we ,place 
him in an unnatural position, and, at the very beginning, by 
introducing this note of artificialIty, we tend to destroy the 
natural motive for reading. For a time the child may be thus 
( 
imposed upon and strive t~ respond,.but the effort is forced , 
rather than spontaneous. As he sees his audience with open books, 
pretending to listen to familiar wordS, he deteots the sham of 
his surroundings, and instead of giving his attention to thought 
getting and thought giving, he focuses his attention almost entirely 
on the enunciation of words--thus fostering a fault that may later 
require patient and severe treatment. "Something is gained, 
nevertheless, from a reading of selections by pupils when all the 
other pupils have their books open. What is gained is fluency 
and accuracy in words."l But the loss in interested enthusiasm 
generally overbalances this gain, and if such reading is insisted 
on the right kind of motive ,for reading ,will in time be destroyed. 
With many a child the fear of being found wanting leads to the very 
mistakes he tries to avoid, or if by great care ~hese be avoided, 
the expression 
--------------------------------------~---------------------------
1. Charters, "Teac.ing the Common Branches." p. 129. 
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is stilted and mechanical, and the true pleasure of reading is 
thereby destroyed. 
This leads us to the second point we wish to discuss under 
the value of an audience in providing a motive of enthusiasm 
and spontaneity. The reader sees before him children like unto 
himself; beings of like impulses and emotions, hence respon-
sive to the same incentives. Since their interesta are similar, 
if a ohild has something ,to read that he .considers worth while, 
and about whioh his audienoe knows less than he, he will want 
to read it to them, and they in turn will be eager to hear. 
Moreover, they will react on him as they catch the spirit of 
, 
the experience he is giving them - enthusiasm begets enthusiasm. 
The reader, too, will feel freer with suoh an aUdience, for the 
atmosphere is not one of criticism but of attentive interest. 
This atmosphere is conducive-: to the growth of the desire to 
read, and without such a deSire, reading will never be as ex-
tensive as it should be. A certain amount of pleasure and 
freedom must accompany beginning reading if the best results 
are to be secured. 
In the third plaoe a suitable audience will help furnish 
a motive for the reader because knowing that he will have suoh 
hearers, he will strive to read in suoh a way as to convince 
them, or make them see things as be sees them. The value of 
this is tWO-fold; it provides a strong natural motive for the 
for 
best preparation,~~the best delivery possible. · The reader 
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will want to be sure that he has mastered both symbols and 
thought; he will want to be sure, too, that he has caught the 
full experience ot the author. But he will go farther than 
this; he will think ot the expression and ot the control of 
his vocal organs in portraying most vividly his selection. 
This will lead to practice in delivery until the audible ut-
terances voice the meaning he has gotten from the written or 
printed page. 
In the tourth .p1ace, a suitable audience helps to provide 
a motive tor the beginning reader because the thought of an . 
audience will lead to discrimination in selecting material to 
be read aloud. Of ~wo or more interesting selections, he will 
choose the one he thi~s will be most interesting to his audi-
ence. In order to get such selections the child must necessari-
ly read more widely. We learn to read by reading new material, 
not by going over and over the same pages. The old idea that 
the one reader should be used until every word in it was mas-
tered (and spelling was largely the test) has been exploded, and 
supplementary readers have been introduced in all the grades. 
The one book idea proves conciusively ot what little value the 
audience was formerly reg~rded. More and more is the value of 
the audience being recognized. 
Value ot an 
audience in 
securing good 
expression. 
and delivery. 
Under three ot the preceding sections we tried to 
show how the thought of an audienoe would in oral 
reading provide a motive for better· preparation 
We wish now 'to show the value of an audience in 
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securing good expression. 
If the audience has been kept in mind by the reader in 
selecting material and in preparing for del i .very , then he is 
able when he appears before them to give more attention to the 
effect of his words. By watching the expression of the audi-
ence, he is able in a large measure to know whether or not he 
is being understood. If he succeeds in building up within them 
the experience of the author as he feels it, there will be the 
responsive glance and this re-enforces the speaker. He is able 
to give himself more fully for he is swept on by his audience. 
Indeed, we know that many a speaker or r~ader is made or marred 
by a responsive or an indifferent audience. Do we appreciate 
how much this means to a beginning reader? 
Another way in which the audience may aid in securing 
good expression is by having members of the audience give oral 
reproductions of what has been read. This will show the reader 
wherein he has failed, and another time his preparation will be 
more careful in order that his audience may see the picture 
more clearly. 
Again, the audienoe may be permitted to ask questions of 
the reader, if there are pOints they do not understand. This 
gives the reader an opportunity to give all his attention to 
. expressing in the best possible way those portions that were 
not made clear. 
There is no test so sure as seeing if one is able to put 
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a thought into action. The audience may be so tested. After 
having heard read a selection that is capable of being drama-
tized, some of the audience may be asked to dramatize certain 
parts, the reader to act as guide. This reveals, to the reader 
how well his reading has been interpreted, and may lead to more 
careful expression the next time. 
The audience as As we have said before, the correction of 
an aid in cor-
recting mistakes. mistakes in former years was left mostly with 
the teacher. That the use of the audience as an aid in this 
work was somewhat recognized is shown when the class was depu-
tized to watch closely for any mistakes in omitted or mispro-
nounced words. This led sometimes to more careful pronuncia-
tion. The class became critics along this line but as far as 
being helpful in expression it failed, - it was not construc-
tive. The aim now is to make the audience helpful in its crit-
icism, not by watching for mistakes in the meohinics of read-
ing, b~t by showing wherein the audience failed or succeeded in 
getting the thought as given by the reader. Formerly, it was 
not unusual after a child had read to hear from the teacher 
such words as: "Let your voice fall at that dot; let your voice 
rise at that question mark; read with more expression;" etc. 
All such criticisms are artificial. Moreover, they are unin-
telligible to a child beginning to read. The average child of 
that age does not know how to let his voice rise and fall even 
if he knows that certain marks mean to do these things.1 The 
--------------------------------.-----------------------------~ 
1. Ibid, p. 131, 132. 
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same is true of giving better expression. The term is so vari-
able that even if the ohild suoceeds in giving the oorreot ex-
pression to the selection at hand, this is no oriterion for 
other seleotions. Only by getting the thought oan oorreot ex-
pression be given; and ordinarily, if there be no vooa1 defeots 
or faulty pronunciations, the child that understands the mean-
ing will express it correctly. By watching the facial expres-
sion of the audience and by hearing their responses to questions 
ooncerning the selection, the reader is helped to oorrect poor 
expression. 
J.>u.nctuation as such to the beginning reader me.ans little. 
\ He soon learns that oertain marks mean oertain things; indeed, 
that they are a part of the thought represented by the queer 
symbols. If an audience is kept in mind, the reader will be 
more careful to observe these marks both in mastering the thought 
and in expressing it to others, for he knows they are necessary 
to the meaning. Instead of such commands as: Do not read so 
loud; do not read so low; read faster; read more slowly, etc., 
the audienoe may be made helpful in correoting suoh mistakes. 
It is not natural for ' a child .. to speak in the same tone to 
his playmate near by and to his chum a blook away.l Neither ia 
it natural that a reader would gallop in his reading, if he 
observed that his audience could not keep up with him, nor 
would he dawdle along if his hearers seemed impatient'. The 
oharaoter of the seleotion and the diatanoe from his audienoe 
---------~---------------------------------------------------
1. Ibid, p. 132. 
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are the factors determining how low and how loud he shall read. 
The same is largely true of the rate of reading, though in 
this the character of the selection is', perh~ps, ' the more de-
termining factor. 
The audience, too, may be an aid in correcting mispro-
nunciations, mumbling' i Poor articulation, etc. For if a child 
has an appreciative audience, and has something he wishes to 
read to them, he will want to correct all errors in order to be 
fully understood. It, therefore, provides a motive for watch-
ing and correcting himself. l This is much more effective and 
reasonable than the spying of classmates, or their attempt to 
"read better than John or Mary" as the teacher often suggests. 
Thus we see that in many ways the audience may be help-
ful in providing a motive for reading, in aiding expression, 
ahd in correcting mistakes. In vie~ of all these things, it 
is fitting that we should inquire how we may secure such an 
audience. I shall, therefore, discuss briefly -the different 
ways of providing a suitable audience. 
How to se-
cure a suit-
able audience. 
Under the caption of characteristics of a suit-
able audience we have set forth a 'picture of the 
ideal audience, for beginning readers; children with similar 
interests, of about the same mental abIlity in interpreting 
thought, partly or wholly ignorant of the material presented. 
How can such an audience be secured? 
One of the easiest ways is to have as an audience the 
rest of the class of which the reader is a member. When the 
-----------~------------------------------------------------
1. Ibid, p. 133. 
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selection is new, this audience conforms to the above require-
ments, for the children have been grouped in accordance with 
mental ability and acquirement. Being of about the same age, 
they belong to the same period of childhood and, therefore, 
have many common interests. This plan necessitates individual 
assignments or individual selections. In the very beginning it 
is, perhaps, better for the teacher to make the assignment. 
This naturally requires more time and thought on the part of 
the teacher but she will be well repaid for her effort in see-
ing the growth of her pupils. For since the natural conditions· 
for reading are at hand, the reader will ,have the best motive 
for reading, and the audience must give careful attention in 
order to get something of interest to them. Then, too, if the 
class is held responsible for what is read, they will early 
form the habit of conoentration, and so become more helpful as 
an audience. In making suoh assignments, the teacher will find 
one of her strongest allies in supplementary readers; indeed, 
her work will be made much easier beoause of suoh graded material 
already at hand. They also give opportunit~ for an oooasional 
reading of a seleotion new to both reader and audienoe - the 
best aotual test for the entire olass. 
The value of supplementary readers has not been fully 
reoognized until reoently, but eduoators are reoognizing more 
and more that the greater the number of seleotions the ohild 
reads, the better reader he is, and the better the audienoe re-
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sponds. Supplementary readers assist in another way in help-
ing to provide an audience, though in this instance the audi-
ence is not naturally ideal. In most instances, however, there 
is what we might term a borrowed interest because of the natural 
interest in the reader. We refer to using the home circle as 
an audience for individual children. The normal child naturally 
wishes to please his parents by reading to them something new, 
and the supplementary reader furnishes fitting material. 
After the child has read for a short time. he may be 
allowed to choose a selection to read to the class. to the 
teacher, to the home circle, or to another class. The entire 
school may be used as an audience. too"on occasions, either 
the child himself selecting the material, or the teacher help-
ing him. Opening exercises. special entertainme~ts at the 
school or in the neighborhood furnish opportunities ,for such 
reading and inspire a child to do his best. 
Another way of providing an audience is to divide the 
class into sections. each section having'a different assign-
ment. While this does not meet the requirements as fully as 
does the above type. the reader knows that part of his audi-
ence are ignorant of what he is to read. Then, too, the fact 
that his section is responsible for a certain selection will 
cause him to want to do his part well in order to bring success 
to the whole. These sectional assignments result in a kind of 
rivalry that is much more wholesome than individual rivalry. 
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because the spirit of cooperation is pr.esent. 
Supplementary readers help in sectional assignments, also; 
and other audiences besides the class may be used. · . Sections 
may appear in morning exercises, in concert or individual work; 
o~ the sections may occasionally take part in public entertain-
ments either reading or dramatizing selections. 
Again, the class or room may be used as an audience for a 
kind of double reading, one child reading the selection~ another 
dramatizing it as it is read. This could be applied to either 
individual or sectional assignment. 
Just as it is easier to know what to dothan to do it, so 
for the average teacher it is easier to know what constitutes 
a good audience than to provide one. And in the past too little 
attention. has been given to this matter. However, the soone.r 
teachers appreciate the value of a suitable audience and 
earnestly strive to make conditions in the school natural for 
the reader, the sooner will our boys and girls become better 
readers. 
Summary. In oral reading a suitable audience is 1mpo~snt: it 
provides an incentive to the reader both for the selection of 
material and for the expression of the selection. In silent 
reading this may also prove true, if an imaginary audience is 
kept in mind. A suitable audience is one with interests similar 
to that of the reader; one able to appreciate and interpret 
readily the material presented; one to whom the material is parti-
ally or entirely new. Such an audience may be secured (1) by 
utilizing sections of the same class or part of another class; 
(2) by individual assignments from the Text or supplementary read-
ers; (3) by allowing selectbq.ns read to the home cirole or to the 
school in opening exercises.,A;o visitors on special programs; (4) 
by allOwing the child to setect something new to read to the teacher 
and class; (5) by permitting one section of the class to read and 
the other section to dramatize. 
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